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ABSTRACT 
Statistical shape models (SSMs) and statistical appearance models (SAMs) have been applied 
in medical analysis such as in surgical planning, finite element analysis, model-based segmentation, 
and in the fields of anthropometry and forensics. Similar applications can make use of SSMs and 
SAMs of the skull. A combination of the SSM and SAM of the skull can also be used in model-based 
segmentation. This document presents the development of a SSM and a SAM of the human skull from 
a South African population, using the Scalismo software package. 
The SSM development pipeline was composed of three steps: 1) Image data segmentation and 
processing; 2) Development of a free-form deformation (FFD) model for establishing correspondence 
across the training dataset; and 3) Development and validation of a SSM from the corresponding 
dataset. The SSM was validated using the leave one-out cross-validation method. The first eight 
principal components of the SSM represented 92.13% of the variation in the model. The generality of 
the model in terms of the Hausdorff distance between a new shape generated by the SSM and 
instances of the SSM had a steady state value of 1.48mm. The specificity of the model (in terms of 
Hausdorff distance) had a steady state value of 2.04mm.  
The SAM development pipeline involved four steps: 1) Volumetric mesh generation of the 
reference mesh to be used in establishing volumetric correspondence; 2) Sampling of intensity values 
from original computed tomography (CT) images using the in-correspondence volumetric meshes; 
and 3) Development of a SAM from the in-correspondence intensity values. A complete validation of 
the SAM was not possible due to limitations of the Scalismo software. As a result, only the shapes of 
the incomplete skulls were reconstructed and thereby validated. The amount of missing detail, as 
represented by absent landmarks, affected the registration results. Complete validation of the SAM is 
recommended as future work, via the use of a combined shape and intensity model (SSIM). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
Statistical shape models (SSMs) and statistical appearance models (SAMs) describe the mean 
shape and mean density, respectively, of anatomical structures such as bones within a population 
under study, based on information obtained from medical images (Sarkalkan et al., 2014). 
Additionally, they describe the main modes of variation of shape and density from the mean shape 
and mean density, respectively. They can therefore be used to describe shape and density variation 
within a population. This is possible because the shape and density distributions are obtained by 
adding sets of principal modes of variation onto the average shape and density, respectively. 
Statistical shape models can be developed from either two dimensional (2D) images such as planar X-
ray images or three dimensional (3D) images from modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Cootes et al., 1995). First, correspondence is established across 
the dataset. This often involves registration. The dataset in correspondence is then aligned to remove 
effects of translation and rotation across the dataset. Principal component analysis (PCA) is applied on 
the covariance matrix which represents the variation in shape across the dataset thereby calculating 
the average shape and mode of variation from the average. SAMs are generated by capturing pixel 
intensity information within the training dataset (Cootes & Taylor, 2001). However, effects of lighting 
that may be caused by different imaging modalities are first removed by normalizing the grey values 
of the pixel intensity. After the normalization, the average density distribution and the principal 
modes of variation from the average pixel value are calculated.  
Three dimensional CT imaging has been used extensively for diagnostic purposes (Offut, 
1990; Ono et al., 1992). However, before the CT images can be used for diagnosis, they first need to 
be processed for accurate delineation and biological characterisation of individual tissues e.g. bone, 
fat or muscle (Huang & Tsechpenakis, 2009). For delineation purposes, segmentation protocols are 
applied to the CT images. However, most segmentation techniques are based on intensity values of 
pixels in the CT images (Pal & Pal, 1993). Using such techniques, it is difficult to differentiate tissues 
that have intensity values that are similar, such as different bones (Pal & Pal, 1993). Fortunately, 
medical experts can still delineate these objects based on their prior knowledge of what the objects 
should look like. Typically, medical experts manually identify the objects of interest and delineate 
them. However, this is time consuming especially in countries where resources are limited such as in 
South Africa (Coovadia et al., 2009). The prior knowledge of medical experts during segmentation 
forms the basis for model-based segmentation protocols where the information of the object to be 
segmented is modelled by SSMs and SAMs and used in the segmentation (Hiemann & Hans-Peter, 
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2009). The model-based segmentation can be automatically applied to CT images, reducing the 
segmentation time.   
Statistical shape models and SAMs of the skull have been applied in medical analysis such as 
in surgical planning (Gateno et al., 2007), FE analysis (Neuert, 2016), model-based segmentation 
(Sinha et al., 2016) and anthropometry and forensics (Paysan et al., 2009). In the South African 
context, similar applications can make use of SSMs and SAMs. According to a report by the Institute 
of Security Studies of South Africa, in 2014-2015, there were 33 murders for every 100,000 people in 
the country (Altbeker, 2008). Of the reported murders in the country, only a negligible percentage is 
solved annually (Salfati et al., 2015). Statistical shape models can aid in forensic investigation where 
there is need for reconstruction of shattered skulls for investigative purposes. Craniofacial deformities 
are abnormalities of the face and skull resulting from abnormal growth patterns of the face/skull 
(David et al., 2012). They may be caused by trauma to the head, diseases and birth defects such as 
fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), which is highly prevalent in South Africa (Viljoen et al., 2005). 
Statistical models of the cranium may be of use in capturing the morphological variation for computer 
aided interventions for craniofacial deformities. 
Research on skull SSM and SAM is limited, and has mostly been applied on Caucasian 
populations (Zachow et al., 2005).  Research on SSM and SAM of the skull from a South African 
population may provide a starting point for comparative analysis between different South African sub-
populations; and between South African and other population groups. It should be noted that the 
South African population is heterogeneous. The population is composed of sub-populations of 
Caucasian, African and mixed-race ancestry, distinguishing it from other populations across most 
Sub-Saharan countries. Thus, a SSM or SAM developed from the South African population would 
capture shape variations of the skull characteristic of both the Caucasian and African ancestry. Such 
models cannot therefore be used for comparative studies with other SSMs of the skull developed from 
a purely Caucasian or African ancestry. They would however be a starting point for sub-population-
specific South African skull models.  
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Research in the field of SSM and SAM of the skull based on the South African population can 
aid in: comparative analysis between the skull of the South African and other population groups; 3D 
reconstruction from 2D images of the skull; skull reconstruction; automated skull segmentation from 
images; development of patient-specific FE models of the skull; skull implant design and; surgical 
planning specific to the South African population. However, currently, there exists no SSM or SAM 
of the skull from the South African population.  
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1.3 PROJECT AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
The aim of this project was to develop a pipeline for building SSM and SAM of the skull 
based on the South African population. The SSM and SAM are to be used for various medical 
applications. To achieve the stated aim, the following objectives had to be met: 
i. Develop a segmentation protocol for the CT volumes for generation of 3D mesh surfaces 
required for the statistical models.  
ii. Develop a protocol for the identification of anatomical landmark points on the 3D mesh 
surfaces. These landmarks were to be used in guiding the registration process (see next 
objective). 
iii. Develop a protocol for establishing dense correspondence across the 3D mesh surfaces.  
iv. Develop a SSM and a SAM of the skull from the corresponding 3D mesh surfaces. 
v. Validate the quality of the SSM and SAM models.  
1.4 PROJECT SCOPE AND LIMITATION 
The primary focus of the project was to develop an algorithmic pipeline for developing the 
SSM and SAM of the skull from the South African population. As such, the data requirements to 
achieve the focus were modest. CT image volumes of 16 subjects were used to develop the pipeline. 
With this small training set, the resultant statistical models are expected to be limited in their 
generalization capacity. However, the algorithmic pipeline that has been established, may be applied 
to different, and larger, data sets in future.   
1.5 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION 
Since the project involved the use of human remains, ethical clearance was sought from the 
Human Research Ethics committee, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Cape Town (HREF 
REF: 264/2017). Under the approval, only CT images obtained from deceased individuals, who had 
donated their bodies for research purpose to the University of Cape Town, would be used.  
1.6 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW 
The rest of this document is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature review 
focusing on: the anatomy of the skull; SSMs and SAMs in general; and the validation of SSMs and 
SAMs. Chapter 3 outlines the segmentation of the CT images and the pre-processing of the segmented 
surfaces. Chapter 4 describes the registration of the 3D surfaces to establish dense correspondence. 
The detailed outline of SSM development from registered surfaces (in-correspondence) is provided in 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the development of a SAM from the SSM developed in Chapter 5. 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents a discussion and conclusion.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 THE SKULL 
The skull is a skeletal structure that surrounds the brain for protection. In adults, the skull is 
composed of 22 individual bones. All these bones are fixed apart from the mandible which is 
movable. The individual bones have different shapes which results in the complex shape of the skull 
(Drake et al., 2014). Apart from the bones, the skull also has orbits, septa, conches, fossa, teeth and 
sinuses. In studying the skull for either diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, all these features have to 
be considered. Computed tomography (CT) is among the imaging modalities used for the detection of 
cranial and intracranial injuries (Masters et al., 1987).  
2.2 STATISTICAL SHAPE MODELLING OF BONE 
Statistical shape models describe the mean shape of anatomical structures and the patterns of 
variation from this average shape (Sarkalkan et al., 2014). Such models are useful for: generation of 
new shape instances (Cootes et al., 1995); reconstruction of anatomical parts (Baka et al., 2011); 
automatic segmentation of images of anatomical parts (Heimann & Meinzer, 2009); representation of 
the shape variation of the anatomical parts (Dryden & Mardia, 2016) and for 3D shape reconstruction 
from 2D shapes (Baka et al., 2011). Generation of new shape instances of anatomical parts can be 
used in surgical planning where anatomical reconstruction is required (Hochfeld et al., 2014). These 
instances can be manufactured as implants and fixed onto the missing or deformed anatomical part 
(Paysan et al., 2009). Statistical shape models for model-based segmentation are useful, as 
conventional bony-structure segmentation uses intensity values for segmentation and is not efficient 
in segmenting one bone from other bones because of similar intensity values (Loubele et al., 2005). 
Model-based segmentation has the advantage of containing prior information about the structure of 
the bone to assist segmentation of one bone from another (Sinha et al., 2016).  
Statistical shape models of the human skull have been developed and reported in recent 
literature for a variety of medical image analysis applications. Kim et al. (2012) used the SSM of the 
mandible for treatment planning. Computed tomography images from 23 Caucasian males and 23 
Caucasian females were used to develop a 3D mandible model which was used for treatment planning 
in orthognathic surgery. Zachow et al. (2005) used CT images from 11 subjects to create a SSM of the 
mandible which was used for surgical planning of mandible deformities.  Gateno et al. (2007) used a 
SSM of the skull for computer aided surgical simulation of five patient cases with complex 
craniomaxillofacial surgery. Hochfeld et al. (2014) developed a SSM of the skull from a dataset of 21 
MRI images of healthy infants. The SSM was later used for objective and patient-specific guidance in 
the reshaping of skull deformities in infants suffering from craniosynostosis. 
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Semper-Hogg et al. (2017) used a SSM of the skull to virtually reconstruct a fracture of the 
lateral midface. Their SSM was developed from a dataset of 175 CT image volumes of Caucasian 
ancestry. They illustrated that SSM-based fracture reconstruction was more precise compared to 
standard procedure (mirroring technique-based) reconstruction. Paysan et al. (2009) used SSM of the 
skull and a face model developed from 20 CT images and 840 3D surface scans, respectively, to 
establish a relationship between the two models which were used in facial reconstruction. However, 
they had to include the age, weight and sex of a subject to improve the reconstruction process and 
make it subject specific. In product design for biomechanics, finite element (FE) analysis is often used 
(Neuert, 2016). However, the process of developing a FE mesh from CT images is tedious since most 
researchers focus on highly validated FE meshes at the expense of variability of anatomical geometry. 
Neuert (2016) used a SSM of the skull developed from CT images of 22 subjects to solve this issue. 
Sinha et al. (2016) used a SSM for segmentation of the paranasal sinuses of three patients on whom 
functional endoscopic sinus surgery was to be performed. Their SSM was based on CT images of the 
head from 53 subjects. 
To obtain a 3D SSM of the skull, volumetric images of the skull are required. Such 
volumetric images contain information on the skull, the skin, flesh and the teeth. Apart from the skull, 
information on the other tissues need to be segmented out before the images can be used in the SSM 
development pipeline. 
2.2.1 SKULL SEGMENTATION FROM CT IMAGES 
The volumetric image data of the skulls obtained from CT require segmentation, to separate 
the skull from other tissues and leave out sections of the skull that are not required in the statistical 
models (Hristidis, 2009).  
There exist different techniques of segmentation i.e. edge-based, region-based, feature-based, 
model-based and threshold-based segmentation (Yogamangalam & Karthikeyan, 2013). In edge-based 
segmentation, boundaries are identified to detect discontinuities in images (Pardhi et al., 2016). This 
is achieved by dividing the image into a foreground and a background using changes in pixel intensity 
of an image. Edge-based segmentation assumes that edges in an image represent object boundaries. 
Therefore, to identify objects in an image, edges in the image are detected (Pardhi et al., 2016). In 
region-based segmentation, pixels related to a particular object are grouped together for segmentation 
(Yogamangalam & Karthikeyan, 2013). Feature-based segmentation is based on the characteristics of 
an image such as texture, motion, or colour (Pardhi et al., 2016). In textured images, pixels of raised 
objects may be clustered together and segmented (Pardhi et al., 2016). Model-based segmentation 
utilises a-priori knowledge of the object to be segmented from the image together with a fitting 
algorithm to segment the object from the image (Heimann & Meinzer, 2009). Model-based 
segmentation is not dependent on intensity and is therefore applicable in low contrast images or in 
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images containing artefacts. However, model-based segmentation requires different a-priori 
information for the different objects to be segmented from the image (Heimann & Meinzer, 2009). 
Threshold-based segmentation is based on threshold values obtained from histograms of the image to 
be segmented (Gobindchandra & Santhosh, 2015).  
The results of edge-, region-, feature-, model- and threshold-based segmentation can be 
evaluated using empirical goodness tests, empirical discrepancy tests or analytical tests (Zhang, 
1996). Empirical goodness tests measure the performance of segmentation algorithms by measuring 
the quality of the resulting segmented images. Empirical discrepancy tests evaluate the differences 
between an ideal segmented image and an actual segmented image. Analytical tests analyse 
segmentation algorithms to evaluate their complexity.   
Segmentation may be used to remove structures such as the teeth and the mandible  from the 
volumetric skull image data (Berar et al., 2006).  
2.2.2 LANDMARK IDENTIFICATION ON A TRAINING DATASET 
Landmarks are points on anatomical objects within a population upon which correspondence 
across the objects is preserved (Dryden & Mardia, 2016). As such, landmark points on the 3D 
surfaces are identified to aid in establishing correspondence throughout the surfaces. Craniometric 
landmarks (see Figure 1) include bilateral and median landmarks on the skull (Storm & Alyson, 
2010).   
While it is possible for a trained professional with a background in anatomy to manually 
identify these landmarks, the task is tedious if the dataset has many skulls. Automatic craniometric 
landmark detection uses algorithms to register a reference skull with known craniometric landmarks 
onto a target skull (Kun, 2014). However, these algorithms are sensitive to artefacts and noise, which 
affect the integrity of the registration results later on in the statistical shape modelling process (Zhang 
et al., 2013). Manual land-making addresses artefacts much better and also ensures that there is 
consistency in assignment of landmark locations where the shapes of the skull in the training dataset 
vary widely. Once the landmarks are assigned on all the instances in the dataset, they are used for 
establishing correspondence. 
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Figure 1: A skull with some anatomical landmarks. 
2.2.3 CORRESPONDENCE ACROSS A TRAINING DATASET 
Correspondence is the close similarity that exists between instances in two different shapes or 
images of the same class (Tau & Hassner, 2016) whereas registration involves determining a 
transformation that relates corresponding positions between two or more shapes or images (Crum et 
al., 2004). The registration is determined using registration algorithms which are made up of three 
components: a similarity measure of how well the shapes or images being compared match; a 
transformation model specifying ways in which one shape or image can be changed to match another 
one using numerical parameters that specify instances of the transformation and; an optimization 
process that alters the transformation model parameters to improve the matching criterion (Crum et 
al., 2004). 
For similarity measures where registration is based on anatomical images, the content of the 
image can be divided into two: intensity approaches or feature approaches (Tau & Hassner, 2016). In 
intensity approaches, intensity patterns in images are matched using statistical or mathematical 
criteria. The intensity similarity is measured between a reference and a source image and the 
transformation adjusted until a maximized similarity measure is achieved. The assumption in this 
approach is that at the correct registration, the two images are at their maximum similarity. This can 
be validated by tests that include calculation of squared differences in correlation or intensities. In the 
squared differences test, the images are assumed to be identical at registration with the only exception 
being Gaussian noise (Crum et al., 2004). Because intensity approaches do not use identifiable 
anatomical features, the registration lacks biological validity which is important for medical 
applications. Feature approaches use identifiable anatomical features such as anatomical landmarks 
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which ensure the registration has biological validity and is easily interpretable anatomically and 
physiologically (Crum et al., 2004). Reliably identified landmarks are used to establish explicit 
correspondence between paired landmark points in the two images and the two images are 
interpolated to infer the correspondence to the rest of the image volume. 
A transformation model defines how an individual shape or image can be deformed to match 
onto another (Crum et al., 2004). The transformation model controls how features of one shape or 
image can be moved with respect to those of a second shape or image to improve the similarity 
between the two. How the transformation is adjusted to refine the image similarity is referred to as 
optimization. Hence a good optimizer is one that establishes the quickest transformation reliably.  
In feature-based registration, sparse or dense correspondences are possible. In sparse 
correspondence, only a small set of features is used for registration whereas in dense correspondence, 
a higher number of features is used. The higher the number of features used, the better the global 
smoothness in the registration results and hence the preference for dense correspondence over sparse 
correspondence. Dense correspondence between shape surfaces can be achieved by surface 
parameterization (Floater & Hormann, 2005), group representation (Davies et al., 2002) or mesh 
registration (Hajnal & Hill, 2001). 
2.2.3.1 Surface parameterization in establishing dense correspondence 
Surface parameterization involves one-to-one mapping between a base domain and an input 
mesh (Floater & Hormann, 2005; Hormann et al., 2007). The base domain can be 2D such as a circle 
or 3D such as a sphere. 3D-based surface parameterization is more complex because of the shape of 
the base domain involved. Surface parameterization is limited to simple mesh surfaces (Bennis et al., 
1991; Hormann et al., 2007; Sheffer et al., 2007) and is not suitable for complex shapes such as the 
skull. 
2.2.3.2 Group representation in establishing dense correspondence 
Group representation involves the development of SSMs together with an objective function 
that is used to assess how good and efficient the resulting model is (Davies et al., 2002; Davies et al., 
2008). The objective function can be the determinant of a covariance matrix in the training dataset 
(Kotcheff & Taylor, 1998) or be based on the minimum description length (MDL) which describes 
the representation with the least information possible (Davies et al., 2002). In the former, the 
goodness and efficiency analysis of the shape model is based on the compactness and specificity of 
the model whereas in the latter, goodness and efficiency analysis is based on specificity and 
compactness of the model together with the generalizability of the model (Davies et al., 2002; 
Kotcheff & Taylor, 1998). A model is said to be compact if it has as little variance as possible and if it 
requires only a few parameters to define an instance. Specificity of a model is its ability to produce 
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shapes that are valid in terms of their resemblance to the shapes in the training dataset while 
generalization is the ability of a model to represent new shapes of the class similar to that of the 
training dataset (Davies et al., 2002). To ensure the shape models are compact and specific, studies 
have optimised the determinant objective function by using various techniques during the 
establishment of correspondence: a piecewise linear parameterization scheme (Davies et al., 2002) 
during landmark placement on the dataset; or a genetic algorithm (Jones & Forrest, 1995). The same 
can be achieved where the MDL objective function is used by continuous re-parameterization and 
optimization using a Cauchy kernel (Vishwanathan & Smola, 2004) and Nelder Mead algorithm, 
which are numerical functions used to find either the maximum or minimum of objective functions in 
multidimensional spaces (Gavin, 2013). Group representation is not suitable for complex shapes such 
as the skull or on large datasets because it is computationally expensive (Davies et al., 2002). 
2.2.3.3 Mesh registration in establishing dense correspondence 
Mesh registration involves the registration of mesh properties from a reference surface onto a 
target surface (Hajnal & Hill, 2001). First, the reference surface is registered onto the target surface 
before the vertex connectivity on the reference are transferred onto the target. The process can be 
conducted through rigid registration and non-rigid registration. 
Rigid registration entails the registration of two surfaces without changing their shapes 
(Hajnal & Hill, 2001). The commonly used algorithms in rigid registration include the iterative closest 
point algorithm (ICP) (Besl & McKay, 1992), and the soft-assign Procrustes algorithm (Rangarajan et 
al., 1997) since these can work with meshes that have different numbers of vertices as inputs and 
reliably output the best similarity transformation between them. However, the two algorithms are only 
suitable for targets that are complete and have no artefacts. Additionally, the two algorithms cannot be 
used in cases where registration involves complex surfaces such as the skull because of the varying 
curvatures of the skull and the presence of teeth and holes (Drake et al., 2014). To overcome these 
challenges, variations of the ICP algorithm which include the functional ICP algorithm (Phillips et al., 
2007) data aligned rigidity constrained exhaustive search (DARCES) (Chen et al., 1999) and K-D tree 
based ICP algorithm (Nutcher et al., 2007) can be used. These algorithms allow the use of incomplete 
targets as they only use a subset of the vertices located on the targets and normally, vertices that are 
close to the reference surface are the ones used. 
Non-rigid registration, also known as deformable registration, is the non-uniform mapping 
between surfaces and involves measuring, varying and correcting discrepancies between the surfaces 
by deforming the reference surface and matching it onto a target surface (Galeotti, 2016). If there are 
two surfaces A and B, the two can be registered non-rigidly by establishing a deformation function 
that maps points of A onto B (Galeotti, 2016; Rueckert & Aljabar, 2010). This deformation function is 
able to map points of B back to A. The registration is established using three steps: 
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I. Overlap is detected between the source surface and the target surface. 
II. Correspondence is established between the two surfaces. 
III. The source surface is deformed to fit onto the target surface. 
 
The deformation entails establishing closest points between the two surfaces, pruning, and 
performing global optimization and repeating the whole process sequentially until the surfaces 
converge (Li et al., 2008).  
Algorithms used for non-rigid registration include Thirion demons algorithm (Dedner et al., 
2007; Thirion, 1998; Vercauteren et al., 2007) graph and manifold matching (Zeng et al., 2010), mass-
spring model (Boehler & Peitgen, 2009), local affine transformation (LAT) (Park et al., 2010), octree-
splines (Szeliski & Lavallée, 1996), thin plate splines (TPS) algorithm (Bookstein, 1989; Brown & 
Rusinkiewicz, 2004; Hu et al., 2012), log-domain demons (LDD) algorithm (Vercauteren et al., 
2007), free-form deformation (Abdelmunim & Farag, 2011; Myronenko et al., 2007) and Gaussian 
process registration (Gerig et al., 2014). 
The Thirion demons algorithm is based on image registration concepts and tackles non-rigid 
registration as a diffusion problem (Thirion, 1998). Given two images M and S, “demons” are 
introduced onto the membrane of one surface, M and these demons enable the surface of S to diffuse 
inside or outside of M, depending on whether M  is labelled inside or outside respectively. Graph and 
manifold matching approaches non-rigid registration as a graph matching problem by combining 
appearance and geometric similarities with intrinsic embedded information (Hotta, 2008). The spring-
mass system algorithm models deformation using masses interconnected by springs (Shen et al., 
2006). External forces generated from the surface content, while under constraints from the internal 
forces of the system, are used to guide the spring-mass system to the best matching configuration. 
Local affine transformation (LAT) is used in non-rigid registration of surfaces which have affines that 
move independently of each other. The LAT assigns prior definitions to each affine before deforming 
the source onto the target. In Octree-splines, deformation is represented as a volumetric 
transformation by performing a least square minimization of the distance between two surfaces of the 
shapes to be registered. One octree-spline is used to effect the  minimization while another one is used 
to model the deformation (Szeliski & Lavallée, 1996).  
In TPS, deformation is represented as an algebraic problem where the physical bending 
energy of a thin metal plate is expressed as a dependence on point constraints. For the interpolation of 
one shape surface onto another over a fixed set of nodes, the bending energy is taken as a quadratic 
form in the height of the stated surface (Bookstein, 1989). The log domain demons (LDD) algorithm 
(Cahill et al., 2009; Vercauteren et al., 2007) is used to find deformation vector fields (von Funck et 
al., 2006). These fields are usually smooth and invertible, and thus useful for creation of new 
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instances. It should be noted that LDDs are generated via exponential stationary velocity fields (SVF) 
(Vercauteren et al., 2007) which are a result of the registration process. The LDDs repeatedly 
minimise the energy function, which is composed of correspondence and regularization terms. The 
correspondence term is defined by SVF, while the regularization term adds smoothness. Free-form 
deformation is based on a grid of control points and works by moving and deforming control points of 
the source in a smooth and uniform way under some shape constraints until the shape of the source 
exactly matches the boundary of the target (Schwarz, 2007). The placement of the control points can 
be at any variable distance or location enabling the control of the deformation precision. 
A recently reported non-rigid registration approach is the Gaussian Process registration. 
Traditional registration methods assume that deformation models remain constant over the image or 
object domain. However, Gaussian process registration allows for different regularization properties 
for different regions of the domain (Gerig et al., 2014). Therefore, Gaussian process registration can 
be used for differentiating two dissimilar tissues or regularizing regions in an object domain that has 
noise. Hence, Gaussian process registration is better suited at handling complex structures such as the 
skull or structures with outliers and noise. Registration is approached as a deformation problem where 
a reference shape is identified, and deformation fields from the reference shape to the target shapes 
induce correspondence (Gerig et al., 2014). Prior assumptions of the deformation fields, ݑ, are 
modelled by a Gaussian process ܩܲ which is defined by a mean function, ݉(ݔ) ,and a 
kernel, ݇(ݔ, ݔ′), equation [2.1] (Williams & Rasmussen, 2006). 
࢛~ࡳࡼ(࢓,࢑)      [2.1] 
where ݑ are the deformation fields modelled as a Gaussian process, with mean function ݉ and kernel 
݇.  
A Gaussian process can be used in defining a prior distribution ݌(ݑ)~ܩܲ(µ, ݇) of all the 
possible deformation fields of a registration process (Gerig et al., 2014). Hence, with the likelihood 
function of ݌(ܫ்|ܫோ ,ݑ) ∝ exp(−ܦ[ܫோ , ܫ், ݑ]) where ܫோ  and ܫ்  are the reference and target shape 
respectively and ܦ  is the distance between the two surfaces, the registration task can be framed as a 
MAP estimation problem (equation [2.2]).  
܉ܚ܏࢓ࢇ࢞ ࢖(࢛|ࡵࡾ , ࡵࢀ) = ܉ܚ܏ܕ܉ܠ࢖(࢛)࢖(ࡵࢀ|ࡵࡾ,࢛)   [2.2] 
This MAP estimation problem can be solved by solving a minimization problem in the 
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) defined by  ݇ (equation [2.3]) (Gerig et al., 2014).  
܉ܚ܏ܕܑܖࡰ[ࡵࡾ , ࡵࢀ ,µ] + ࢽ||࢛||࢑૛     [2.3] 
where ܦ is the distance between the reference and target shape and ߛ ∈ ℝାis a regularization weight.  
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The minimization of equation [2.3] can be achieved by performing a low rank approximation 
of ݇ from the first ݊ Eigen functions in equation [2.4]. 
࢑(࢞,࢞ᇱ) = ∑ ࣅ࢏∅࢏(࢞)∅࢏(࢞′)ࢀஶ࢏ୀ૚      [2.4] 
where (ߣ௜∅௜) are the eigenvalue and eigenvector pair of the integral operator 
߬௞݂(. ) ≔ ⨜ఆ݇(ݔ, . )݂(ݔ)݀ݔ.  
  
2.2.4 SHAPE ALIGNMENT OF DATASETS IN DENSE CORRESPONDENCE 
After establishing correspondence within the examples in the training dataset, the various 
examples need to be aligned. This is to remove variations between the training dataset caused by 
factors other than the variation in shape. The variations include location, scale and rotation of the 
instances in the training dataset. However, if the investigation is looking at shape changes as well, the 
scale is not filtered out. In SSMs of the skull, the training data is likely to contain skulls from 
specimens of different age, sex or ancestry which are characterised by variation in size and in such a 
case, the scale need not be filtered out. Shape alignment is achieved using measurements between 
features within the dataset such as Hausdorff distance (Huttenlocher et al., 1993); strain energy 
(Sclaroff & Pentland, 1995) or Procrustes distance (Dryden et al., 1997). The first two metrics are 
applicable in datasets where the shapes have unequal number of landmark points whereas Procrustes 
distance can only be used if the examples in the dataset have equal number of landmark points. Where 
the Procrustes distance metric is used, Procrustes analysis is employed, which involves matching of 
one observation onto another by performing a least square matching between two configurations using 
a similarity transformation (Stegmann & Gomez, 2002). The estimation of the similarity parameter is 
done by minimizing the squared Euclidean distance (Goodall, 1991). Procrustes analysis is of two 
forms: ordinary Procrustes analysis and generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA). The former entails the 
matching of only two shapes at a time whereas GPA involves several shapes simultaneously. GPA 
follows the steps outlined below: 
i. Selection of one example in the dataset as a reference shape. 
ii. Alignment of the rest of the examples in the dataset to the reference shape using the centroid 
of each of the examples and moving them to the origin before normalizing the examples to 
unit sizes and rotating them to a new approximate mean shape. 
iii. Calculation of a new approximate mean shape from the aligned ones. 
iv. Repeating the same process from step (ii) to step (iii) if the result of step (ii) are different 
from that of step (iii) 
v. However, if the results of step (ii) are similar to those in step (iii) then the shapes in the 
dataset are said to be aligned. 
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2.2.5 SHAPE MODEL BUILDING FROM A CORRESPONDING DATASET 
After alignment of the data in the training dataset, the difference in locations of corresponding 
landmarks across the examples are assumed to represent only a variation in shape. However, in the 
case of a skull dataset, there is also a variation in scale encoded within the dataset (Albrecht et al., 
2013; Gerig et al., 2014). Models developed using a dataset whose scale metric has been removed are 
called shape models whereas those developed with dataset that still encode scale are referred to as 
form models (Bouabene, 2017). However, in this document and indeed in most of the literature, the 
statistical models are referred to as SSM even though the training dataset still encode the scale metric.  
Traditional SSMs, also known as point distribution models are developed by modelling 
distributions over meshes in correspondence. Gaussian process can be adopted onto point distribution 
models by modelling the distribution over functions that define the in-correspondence meshes (Gerig 
et al., 2014). The meshes are converted into a set of deformation fields with respect to a reference 
mesh. To retrieve a particular mesh, the reference mesh is warped with the deformation fields of that 
mesh. A SSM developed using the GP is just a Gaussian process model of deformation fields which 
captures the mean shape and the variation in shape from the mean shape across the training dataset. 
The SSM can be  represented as in equation [2.5] (Williams & Rasmussen, 2006). Hence, every 
deformation (ݑ), is represented by the Gaussian process i.e. ݑ~ܩܲ(ߤ, ݇). Therefore by using Gaussian 
processes, distributions over functions can be modelled without choosing a discretisation in advance. 
To model a 3D vector field, the Gaussian process ܩܲ(ߤ, ݇) can be defined where ߤ:Ω → ℝଷ represent 
the mean function and ݇:Ω ∗ Ω → ℝଷ∗ଷ represent the covariance function. These functions represent 
mean deformation ߤ(ݔ) for all the points ݔ ∈ Ω and the covariance ݇(ݔ, ݔ′) between the deformations 
for any pair points ݔ and ݔ′.  The Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion is used to rewrite the Gaussian 
process model ݑ~ܩܲ(ߤ, ݇) as illustrated by Kittle and Young (1973) (equation [2.5]). 
 
࢛ =  ࣆ + ∑ √⋋࢏ ∅࢏ࢻ࢏ஶ࢏ୀ૚ , ࢻ࢏~ࡺ(૙,૚)    [2.5] 
where ∅௜, ⋋௜, ݅ = 1, … . ,∞ are eigenfunction and eigenvalue pairs of the operator associated with the 
covariance function ݇.  
For discretised deformation fields, each discretised function  ුݑ is represented as a vector 
ݑሬ⃗ = (ݑଵ, … . . ,ݑ௡)் whose distribution over ුݑ is defined as (equation [2.6]). 
࢛ሬሬ⃗ ~ࡺ(ࣆሬ⃗,ࡷ)     [2.6] 
where ܭ is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix which can thus admit eigen decompositions 
(Gerig et al., 2014). 
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ࡷ = ɸࡰɸࢀ = ൭∅૚ሬሬሬሬ⃗ ⋯ ∅࢔ሬሬሬሬ⃗⋮ ⋱ ⋮. ⋯ . ൱൭ࢊ૚ ⋯⋮ ⋱ ⋮⋯ ࢊ࢔൱൭∅૚ሬሬሬሬ⃗ ⋯ ∅࢔ሬሬሬሬ⃗⋮ ⋱ ⋮⋯ ൱
ࢀ
 [2.7] 
where ∅పሬሬሬ⃗  is the ݅-th column of ɸ and it represents the ݅-th eigenvector of ܭ, while ݀௜is the eigenvalue 
that correspond to ∅పሬሬሬ⃗ . Decomposing equation [2.7] using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
results in an expansion of the eigenpairs ݀௜ ,∅పሬሬሬ⃗ . 
. 
࢛ሬሬ⃗ = ࣆሬ⃗ + ∑ √ࢊ࢏࢔࢏ୀ૚ ∅૚ሬሬሬሬ⃗ ࢻ࢏~ࡺ(૙,૚)    [2.8] 
where the anticipated value of ݑሬ⃗  is ܧ[ݑሬ⃗ ]= ⃗ߤ  and the covariance matrix ܧ[(ݑሬ⃗ − ܧ[ݑሬ⃗ ])(ݑሬ⃗ − ܧ[ݑሬ⃗ ])்] =
ܭ. Therefore, ݑሬ⃗ ~ܰ(⃗ߤ,ܭ). 
Principal component analysis is a KL expansion but for discrete representation of data with 
their covariance matrix being based on example shapes. Therefore, given a set of discrete deformation 
fields ݑଵ෦ , … … . ,ݑ௠෦  which are also representable as vectors ݑଵሬሬሬሬ⃗ , … . , ݑ௠ሬሬሬሬሬ⃗ ,ݑపሬሬሬ⃗  ∈ ℝ௡, where  ݑଵሬሬሬሬ⃗  is a 
vector representing a full deformation field and ݊ is a large value, the assumption of the PCA is that 
the covariance function is estimated from the example shapes (Williams & Rasmussen, 2006). 
∑ = ૚
࢓
∑ (࢛ଙሬሬሬ⃗ − ࢛ഥ)(࢛ଙሬሬሬ⃗ − ࢛ഥ)ࢀ =: ૚࢓ࢄࢄࢀ࢓࢏ୀ૚    [2.9] 
where the data matrix ܺ is defined as ܺ = (ݑଵሬሬሬሬ⃗ − ݑത , … . . ,ݑ௠ሬሬሬሬሬ⃗ − ݑത) ∈  ℝ௡∗௠, and ݑത  is the sample mean 
i.e. ݑത = ଵ
௠
∑ ݑపሬሬሬ⃗
௠
௜ୀଵ . 
The rank of Ʃ in equation [2.9] is at most ݉ as opposed to that in equation [2.8] which is ݊. 
This allows for efficient computation of decomposition by performing a SVD on the smaller data 
matrix ܺ. As a result, the expansion reduces to ݑሬ⃗ = ݑത +∑ √௠௜ୀଵ ⋋௜ ∅ଵሬሬሬሬ⃗ ߙ௜ ,ߙ௜ ∈ ܰ(0,1). Hence, any 
deformation ݑሬ⃗  can be completely specified by a coefficient vector ⃗ߙ ∈ ℝ௠. The eigenvectors 
∅పሬሬሬ⃗  derived from the coefficient vectors are the principal components, with the first principal 
component being referred to as main mode of variation. The variation represented by an instance of 
the principal component can be visualised by varying entities of the coefficient vector to correspond 
to any standard deformation away from the mean (Bouabene, 2017).   
2.3 STATISTICAL APPEARANCE MODEL  
Statistical appearance models are a natural extension of SSMs since they describe the 
combination of a variation in shape and image intensity (Bonaretti et al., 2014). In the case of 
radiological images, this intensity can be used to study bone mechanical properties as it corresponds 
to bone mineral density (BMD) in calibrated radiological images. Hence, SAMs can be used to obtain 
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bone properties in 3D from CT images, for example, which can be used to simulate finite elements for 
assessing bone quality and strength (Bonaretti et al., 2014). SAMs are developed based on either mesh 
or image models.  
 
2.3.1 MESH BASED APPEARANCE MODEL 
In mesh-based SAMs, examples in the training dataset are represented by meshes in the first 
step of the SAM development pipeline (Bonaretti et al., 2014). From the SSM as documented in 
Section 2.3, a reference volumetric mesh is generated from the surface mesh of the mean of the SSM 
via planar parameterization (Saboret et al., 2006). The volumetric mesh of the reference is then 
registered onto the surface mesh of all examples in the training dataset creating iso-topological 
tetrahedral finite element meshes. During the registration process, pre-selected landmarks are used as 
constraints and mesh morphing is performed on the volumetric meshes by using the vertex 
connectivity of the surface meshes as a guide. The iso-topological tetrahedral finite element meshes 
are however too dense and rough and need to be improved so as not to affect the outcome of the 
appearance model. To improve the quality of these meshes, each mesh is smoothed and decimated 
using the Laplacian operator (Belkin & Niyogi, 2002). Smoothing results in node removal, which can 
be re-established using the Markov random field surface reconstruction (MRFSR) as proposed by 
Paulsen et al. (2009). 
Information related to the grey values of the meshes is then determined by warping examples 
in the training dataset onto the mean shape in the SSM using either thin-plate spline or piecewise 
affine as demonstrated by Stegmann (2000). However, this information is affected by different grey 
values when more than one CT scan machine is used for scanning different specimens of one dataset. 
To eliminate the varying grey value effect, normalisation of the values is performed. Normalization is 
achieved by first recording the grey values into a texture vector then applying an offset ߚ and scaling 
α, to the values (equation [2.10]). 
ࢍ = (ࢍ࢏࢔ −ࢼ૚)/હ     [2.10] 
where ݃ is  normalised intensity value and ௜݃௡ is original intensity value (Stegmann, 2000).  ߚ  and  α 
are determined using equation [2.11] where ݊ is the number of elements in the vectors and  ݃ is the 
mean of the normalised data. 
ࢼ = (ࢍ࢏࢔ ∗ ૚)/࢔ and હ = ࢍ࢏࢔ ∗ ࢍ     [2.11] 
The normalization is defined by the mean of the normalised data which is obtained via a 
recursive process. Hence, to identify a stable solution, one of the intensity value sets is used as the 
mean and the rest of the sets are aligned to it and the mean estimated iteratively (Stegmann, 2000).  
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Once the texture has been normalised, PCA is applied on the normalised data to generate a linear 
model (equation [2.12]). 
ࢍ = ࢍ + ࡼࢍ࢈ࢍ      [2.12] 
where ݃ is the mean of the normalised grey-level vector, ௚ܾ is  a set of grey-level parameters and ௚ܲ is 
a set of orthogonal modes of variation.  
 
2.3.2 IMAGE BASED APPEARANCE MODEL 
In image-based SAM, dataset objects are represented by volumetric images for the whole 
SAM development pipeline. Hence, images are transformed to finite element meshes just in the final 
step of the development pipeline. Anatomical correspondence is established by image registration 
(Brown, 1992). Image registration is achieved by registering other examples in the training dataset 
onto the reference using registration algorithms documented in Section 2.3.3. The reference is 
obtained using an iterative procedure where one example is selected as reference from a training 
dataset and all other dataset objects are registered to it. Afterwards, the average transformation is 
calculated and the example in the training dataset closest to the average transformation is selected as 
the new reference. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved. After establishing 
correspondence, finite element meshes for the examples in the training dataset are created and the 
steps involved include: the extraction of bone surface using the matching cube algorithm (Lorensen & 
Cline, 1987). These surfaces are then enhanced using the MRFSR (Paulsen et al., 2009) which is 
followed by the creation of volumetric meshes via planar parameterization (Saboret et al., 2006). 
Intensities warped to the reference by the examples in the training dataset are used to generate the 
SAM. Here, PCA is performed on these intensities to generate covariance matrix which are then used 
to generate the SAM.  
As reported by Bonaretti et al. (2014), mesh-based SAMs have a greater compactness when 
compared to image-based ones. Additionally, mesh-based SAMs perform better in recreating bone 
shapes than image-based SAM. They also are computationally less expensive to develop than their 
image-based counterpart; taking a shorter time in constructing a SAM. However, image-based SAMs 
produce better results when constructing original intensities and perform better in finite element 
simulation than mesh-based SAMs. 
 
2.4 STATISTICAL SHAPE AND APPEARANCE MODEL VALIDATION 
Validation is crucial in scientific studies as it enables researchers to assess the credibility of 
proposed methodologies. In SSM, the leave-one-out cross validation is normally used (Kohavi, 1995). 
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Here, one example is removed in turn from a training dataset and used as a test set. The remaining 
examples are used to create the statistical model as described in Section 2.3. A fitting procedure is 
then used to fit the model to the dataset not included in the model. The resulting reconstructed surface 
of the test case is compared to the surface of the ground truth of that test case. This validation process 
is often used in cases where there are few samples in the data set making it difficult to create a 
separate training set and validation set (Luo et al., 2013). 
2.5 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter reviewed the skull and the steps involved in the development of both a SSM and 
a SAM. Volumetric image data of skulls are segmented to obtain tissues needed for the SSM and 
SAM development pipeline. Correspondence (across 3D surfaces obtained from the segmentation 
process) is established based on intensity or features such as landmarks. In the former, an entire image 
is mapped onto another whereas in the later, points are used for mapping where landmark points are 
placed on the crania. The more landmarks used, the better the correspondence accuracy hence dense 
correspondence preference to sparse correspondence. Dense correspondence can be achieved by 
surface parameterization, group representation or mesh registration. Surface parameterization and 
group representation are not suitable for complex shapes like the skull; mesh registration is better 
suited. Mesh registration can be achieved either through rigid or non-rigid registration. Rigid 
registration cannot deform shapes during the registration, but non-rigid registration does, and hence is 
best suited where examples in a training dataset need to be varied, corrected and deformed to achieve 
the best mapping across the training dataset.  
Non-rigid registration can be achieved using the Thirion demon algorithm, free-form 
deformation, graph and manifold matching, the mass-spring model, local affine transformation, octree 
splines, TPS, the LDD algorithm or Gaussian process regression. Gaussian process regression, unlike 
the other non-rigid registration techniques, first generates an instance (posterior model) that is close to 
the target being registered. This posterior model is then deformed to fit onto the target hence ensuring 
the final fit is as close as possible to the target. Upon establishing correspondence, the examples are 
aligned either using Hausdorff distance, strain energy or Procrustes distance. Where the examples in 
the training dataset have an equal number of landmarks, Procrustes distance is used. General 
Procrustes analysis is preferable to the ordinary Procrustes analysis because after every iteration of the 
alignment process, a mean shape is calculated and therefore the mean shape achieved at the end of the 
iteration is unbiased. A SSM can then be developed using the process documented in Section 2.3.5 
followed by the development of a SAM. Statistical appearance model development can be based on 
meshes or images. If the SAM is to be built on top of a SSM, a mesh-based SAM is preferable since 
the meshes reproduce shapes more accurately. After a SSM and a SAM have been built, the models 
are validated using the leave-one-out validation process which is applicable where the number of 
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examples in the training dataset is not enough to warrant the development of a separate validation 
model from the statistical model. 
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3 DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 
 
Data collection is the process through which a researcher collects information needed to 
answer a research question or hypothesis (Sapsford & Jupp, 2006). For effective data collection, the 
researcher decides on the type of data they require, how they collect this data, who will collect this 
data and when the data is to be collected, based on the research question. Pre-processing is the process 
of altering data to either enhance, change or remove certain features in the data (Hedley & Yan, 
1992).  
Many biological imaging applications utilise volumetric image datasets which aid in the 
visualization of 3D dataset using 2D projections of the dataset (Goshtasby et al., 2000). These images 
can be viewed by extracting their iso-surfaces and rendering them on mesh grids. However, before the 
iso-surface extraction from the volumetric images, segmentation is required to label-out sections of 
the image that need not be viewed. 
This chapter details the data collection and pre-processing of the dataset that was used for the 
project. The first section outlines the image acquisition. The second section details the image 
segmentation and pre-processing steps. The third section details the post-processing steps. 
Afterwards, results for the post-processing are provided and a summary on the entire chapter is 
provided at the end. The Amira v6.2.0 software (Fei Imaging- www.fei.com) was used in the 
segmentation and post-processing of the dataset and the procedures were conducted on an Intel (R) 
Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60GHz running a 64-bit operating system on a 32 GB RAM. 
3.1 CT DATA ACQUISITION 
The development of the SSM and SAM was based on CT images of the skull.  The CT images 
contained information on the name, age, sex, ethical group, occupation and birthdate all of which 
were anonymised. Access to the dataset was restricted to authorised personnel. The CT images had 
been acquired from a total of 16 cadaveric heads from deceased individuals who had donated their 
bodies for scientific research. Eleven of the cadavers were of Caucasian ancestry, two were from 
African ancestry and three from Mixed-race ancestry. Of the 16 cadaveric heads, six had been 
preserved by embalming using formaldehyde and 10 had been preserved by freezing. The specimens 
were imaged at the University of Cape Town Private Academic Hospital using a Toshiba-64 slice 
scanner (Mather, 2005). The scan thickness was 0.9 millimetre, the data collection diameter was 500 
millimetres; exposure time was 1114 millisecond with an exposure of 400 milliamphere seconds. 
Before the cadaveric heads were scanned, they were sealed inside wrapped plastic to prevent 
contamination to the scanning room and to allow for hygienic manipulation of the heads by the 
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radiographer during the scanning. The CT scan images were stored in DICOM format for easier 
digital transfer and storage.   
The number of skull CT scan images was limited because of the availability of cadaveric 
samples. While it would have been possible to add more samples in the training dataset derived from 
dry bone, dry bone has a different density and would not be representative of the bone-density found 
within a cadaveric sample (Mohiuddin, 2013). 
Ethics approval for using these images was obtained from the Human Research Ethics 
Committee (HREC REF: 264/2017).  
3.2 PRE-PROCESSING AND SEGMENTATION OF CT IMAGES OF THE 
SKULL 
The CT images were composed of varying pixel intensities which characterised the different 
tissues of the imaged cadaveric heads. The various tissues included the muscle, bone and fat tissues. 
However, in this project, only the bone was required in the development of the statistical models. 
Therefore, segmentation was needed to label out the fat and muscle tissues. Through segmentation, 
these tissues would be removed from the dataset leaving the bone (skull) to be used in subsequent 
steps. Before the images could be used for the development of the SSM and SAM, they were pre-
processed. The pre-processing involved removal of metallic dental filing artefacts from the CT images 
that had such artefacts.  
Dental fillings in some of the cadaveric samples created streaks in the CT images which 
degraded the image quality. This made it difficult to effectively interpret the boundaries between 
tissues in the images. Different tissue types could therefore not be correctly labelled using the grey 
scale values of the pixels in the image. The dental fillings had attenuated the x-ray beams during 
image acquisition creating the streaks. Of the 16 sets of CT scans, three had metallic dental filing 
artefacts and the metal deletion technique (MDT) (Boas & Fleischmann, 2011) for CT metal artefact 
reduction was used to remove the artefacts from the CT images. The MDT discards inaccurate metal 
data in the CT images. In reconstructing the metallic part of the images, the MDT iteratively replaces 
the metal data with forward projected values. 
The processed CT images were segmented using Amira v6.2.0 software (Fei Imaging- 
www.fei.com) to remove teeth and the mandibles from the skulls. Thresholding is the segmentation 
technique used in the Amira v6.2.0 software (Fei Imaging- www.fei.com) and which was used in this 
project. The thresholding technique is expressed in equation [3.1]. 
ࢀ = ࢀ[࢞,࢟,࢖(࢞,࢟),ࢌ(࢞,࢟)]     [3.1] 
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where ܶ is the threshold value; ݔ,ݕ are the coordinates of the threshold value point and; ݌(ݔ,ݕ)and 
݂(ݔ,ݕ) are points located in the gray level image pixels. Therefore, an image thresholding is defined 
as equation [3.2]. 
ࢍ(࢞,࢟) = ࢌ(࢞) = {૙,    ࢏ࢌ ࢌ(࢞,࢟)ஸࢀ૚,    ࢏ࢌ ࢌ(࢞,࢟)வࢀ    [3.2] 
The thresholding technique in equation [3.1] can be either local, Otsu (Otsu, 1979) or basic 
global thresholding (Gobindchandra & Santhosh, 2015). In local thresholding, segmentation is 
conducted based on local thresholding such that the threshold for each pixel in the image is compared 
to the average of the surrounding pixels. If the value of the current pixel under comparison is lower 
than the average, the pixel is set to white, or black otherwise (Gobindchandra & Santhosh, 2015). 
Otsu’s thresholding aims to reduce and maximise the within-class variance and inter-class variance 
respectively, within an image (Otsu, 1979). Basic global thresholding segmentation is based on a 
single pixel in the image and is applicable where pixel values of the foreground and background of the 
image are approximately consistent over the entire image. First, an initial estimate of the threshold 
value (T) is selected, and this threshold value is used to segment the image. The segmented image is 
composed of two groups of pixels: pixels whose values are above the threshold value (if(x,y)> T) and 
those whose value is equal or below the threshold value ( f(x,y) ≤ T). For accurate results, the 
threshold value can be iteratively determined and used until the best segmentation result is achieved 
(Gobindchandra & Santhosh, 2015).  
In Amira, the DICOM files for each of the 16 CT images sets were loaded onto the software.  
A multi-thresholding module was applied on the grey value of the CT images generating five regions 
separated by four different thresholds as shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Results of preliminary segmentation using the multi-thresholding module in Amira. Green regions are bone and 
teeth, yellow regions are fat tissues, orange-red regions are muscle tissues, black region is the exterior of the CT image 
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Since only bone information was required in this project, the regions representing fat and 
muscle tissues were included in the exterior region thereby remaining with only two regions: Bone 
and teeth (green) and exterior (black) as shown in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3: Results of segmentation after using the multi-thresholding module in Amira and after segmenting the fat and 
muscle tissues from the CT image. Green region represents bone and teeth and the black and grey regions represent the 
exterior of the CT image. 
The bone contained the cranium, the teeth and mandible. However, only the cranium was 
required in the SSM and SAM generation. The mandible had the same intensity value as the cranium 
and could therefore not be segmented based on grey level values. Hence, the mandible bone was 
selected manually and segmented out. To ensure only the mandible was segmented, manual correction 
was carried out over every CT slice containing both the crania and mandible. For the teeth, a similar 
process of manual segmentation was used. To ensure only the exterior surface of the segmented crania 
would be generated, the “Fill hole” command in Amira was used to fill holes on the segmented crania 
(Guide, 2009). The command worked by generating a complement of the image in every slice that 
made up the volumetric CT images. The edges of each image were then subjected to Geodesic dilation 
into the inverted image and using the complement of the former image, the holes in the slices were 
filled up (Guide, 2009). Holes that were not filled using this command were manually selected and 
added to the bone tissue. 
The results of the segmentation process were evaluated to ensure they were representative of 
the objects in the CT images. The evaluation of the segmentation used empirical goodness evaluation 
methods that assessed the quality of the segmented images (Zhang, 1996). However, because there 
was no ground truth upon which to base the evaluation, human intuition was used to determine what 
conditions were to be satisfied for a segmentation to be accepted as ideal. The  “goodness measure” 
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assessed the  segmentation on intra-region uniformity, inter-region contrast and region shape (Zhang, 
1996). A segmentation was deemed to be good if, for a CT slice, having objects (cranium bone) and a 
background (exterior region), the cranium was uniform rather than having holes (object and 
background) (Figure 4).  
 
Figure 4: Left - a segmented CT slice of the cranium with the background (black spots) encroaching on the cranium (white).  
Right - a segmented CT slice with a uniform cranium (white) without the background within it (no background spots within 
the crania). 
After the evaluation of the segmentation, the segmented (labelled) images were used to 
generate 3D surfaces. The generation of the 3D surfaces (Figure 5) was done using the “Generate 
surface” module in Amira. 
 
Figure 5: A 3D surface of one of the segmented skulls in the dataset. 
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Each 3D surface was composed of approximately 1.5 million nodes and 3 million triangles. 
Across the 3D surfaces in the dataset, the nasal region and nasal sinuses had wide variations with 
some surfaces missing sections of the nasal region. Such a dataset could pose correspondence 
challenges during the registration process. The large number of nodes and triangles that represented 
the 3D surfaces resulted in large StereoLithography (.STL) files with no gain in topology and 
therefore, the files were post-processed to reduce their sizes.  
3.3 MESH POST-PROCESSING  
The 3D surfaces (meshes) generated in Amira contained too many vertices/nodes (with no 
associated gain in topological representation of the skull). The surfaces were on average represented 
by 1.5 million nodes which could have increased the processing time when calculating the PCA 
during the model development later on in the project.  Post-processing allows for the simplification of 
meshes represented by excess features such that only the features that encode crucial characteristics of 
the meshes are maintained. The 3D surfaces were cleaned to remove outliers. The cleaning involved 
manually segmenting out the small fragments of would-be surfaces around the nasal-orbital area. This 
was to ensure that during the registration process, the best correspondence could be established across 
the 16 cranium surfaces around the nasal optic area. After cleaning the 3D surfaces, the surfaces were 
re-meshed and smoothened reducing the number of points and triangles representing them. The 
features were reduced from an average of 1.5 million nodes and 3 million irregular triangles to 
approximately 100,000 nodes and 200,000 isotropic triangles for each 3D surface (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6: One of the 3D surface meshes before (left) and after (right) re-meshing. The surface on the left is composed of 
approximately 3 million irregular triangles. The surface on the right is composed of approximately 200,000 isotropic 
triangles. 
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Care was taken to find a balance between number of nodes and topological representation of 
important features on the skull. An assumption was made that, provided the features of the crania 
were maintained in the down-sampled 3D surfaces, the meshes were acceptable. This is because it is 
only the features that are required during the registration process (Tam et al., 2013). The re-meshed 
and smoothened surfaces were saved as StereoLithography .STL files (Szilvi-Nagy & Matyasi, 2003). 
 
3.4 SUMMARY 
Metal deletion technique was used for pre-processing of the CT images to remove artefacts 
caused by dental fillings. The pre-processed CT images were manually segmented to separate the 
mandible and teeth from the cranium. Because the mandible and teeth had been assigned similar 
intensity values to the cranium in the Amira software, it was difficult to distinguish them from the 
cranium. Therefore, the manual segmentation depended on intuition of the observer doing the 
segmentation. As such, the process was not repeatable. The evaluation of the segmentation results was 
also based on human intuition. The goodness measure used to evaluate the segmented images was 
subjective. This can be considered a limitation of the protocol.  
During the post-processing, the choice of the number of features to retain after the re-meshing 
was determined based on the assumption that, provided the features of the crania were maintained in 
the down-sampled 3D surfaces, the meshes were acceptable. There was no test conducted to 
determine the number of nodes and triangles needed after the re-meshing process. After the 
registration process, the number of nodes and triangles of the 3D surfaces in the training dataset 
would be replaced by features of the reference mesh. These re-meshed (down-sampled) 3D surfaces 
were used in the next step of registration (Chapter 4). 
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4 REGISTRATION OF 3D SURFACE MESHES 
Registration is the process of determining a transformation that relates corresponding 
positions between two or more shapes or images (Crum et al., 2004). Thus it is the transformation of 
multiple instances of 3D data into a similar coordinate system (Tam et al., 2013). During the 
generation of 3D surfaces from volumetric images, objects are represented by meshes. The number of 
nodes that make up the meshes depend on the size and shape of the object being represented. 
Anatomical objects such as the skull have at least some variation across a given population. Hence, no 
two 3D surfaces of the skull from a population can be represented by the same number of nodes.  The 
data has to be registered to the same coordinate system to establish correspondence across the dataset. 
After registration and assignment of correspondence, the surfaces in a dataset have similar numbers of 
nodes and triangles which can be analysed to obtain variations across the dataset - an important step in 
SSM and SAM development. This chapter details the registration of the 3D surfaces that were re-
meshed in the previous chapter in order to establish dense correspondence across the mesh dataset. 
The original 3D mesh surface is referred to as target throughout the chapter. The first section of the 
chapter outlines landmark identification on the targets. The second section details the establishment of 
dense correspondence across the targets. A summary is provided at the end of the chapter reviewing 
key points and observations. The Scalismo software (Anon, 2017b) was used in landmark 
identification and in the registration process which were both conducted on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
4790 CPU @3.60GHz running a 64-bit operating system on a 32 GB RAM. 
The registration process adopted here is dependent on features which constraint the 
movement of one shape to the other during the registration process. In anatomical shapes, anatomical 
features can often be used and in the work presented here, these features are referred to as landmarks.  
4.1 LANDMARK IDENTIFICATION ON THE TARGETS  
Landmarks are points on anatomical objects within a population upon which correspondence 
is preserved no matter the variation in size, pose or rotation across the objects (Dryden & Mardia, 
2016). In the registration process presented below, a similarity measure of landmark points between a 
reference (R) and targets is used. A reference is an ideal object belonging to the same class as the 
targets and whose features are registered onto the targets. This similarity measure is applied to R 
therefore aligning and deforming R to fit targets. Hence, it is essential to identify anatomical 
landmarks across a dataset that can be reliably identified across all the targets.  
A total of 33 easily identifiable anatomical landmarks were selected from both the median 
and bilateral landmarks of the skull. These landmarks were used as constraints in the registration 
process to establish correspondence across the targets. The anatomical landmarks included the: 
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bregma, glabella, nasion, nasospinale, prosthion, staphylion, basion, opistion, opithocranion, left and 
right euryon, left and right frontotemporale, left and right supraorbitale, left and right maxillofrontale, 
left and right ectoconchion, left and right orbitale, left and right nasal, left and right zygion, left and 
right zygomaxillare, left and right endomolare and, left and right foramen magnum (Rooppakhun et 
al., 2011). These landmarks were identified manually using the Scalismo software (Anon, 2017b) on 
each of the 16 surfaces as shown in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7: Examples of Landmarks (white) identified on one of the targets 
 
4.2 ESTABLISHING DENSE CORRESPONDENCE ACROSS THE TARGETS  
In feature-based registration, the more features used the better the registration results in terms 
of the global smoothness of the registered surfaces. Hence, dense correspondence is preferred over 
sparse correspondence. In statistical models, the nodes of the meshes are used to establish 
correspondence. To achieve the correspondence, a reference mesh, R with known number of nodes 
and triangles is deformed to fit a target. The deformed R is used as a representation of the target; and 
can be referred to as DefR. Because one R is used to establish correspondence across the entire 
dataset of targets, the deformed references (DefRs) have the same number of nodes and triangles and 
hence all DefRs are in correspondence with one another. In this document DefRs are also called in-
correspondence objects. The reference needs to be flexible enough to deform onto the targets. A 
simple way to do this is to use R to develop a free-form deformation (FFD) model. The FFD can be 
parameterized to be flexible enough to deform onto the targets and used as such, in the registration 
process. 
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4.2.1 Developing a free form deformation model 
Free-form deformations are geometric techniques used to model deformations of rigid objects 
(Barr, 1987). Free-form deformation works by enclosing an object within a hull and transforming the 
object as the hull is deformed. In this project, FFD deformation was used to establish dense 
correspondence. A FFD model was developed using the Gaussian process in Scalismo. In the GP 
process, a FFD model is developed from a mean mesh – an average mesh belonging to the same class 
as the targets that are to be registered and a kernel (Anon, 2017b). The mean mesh defines the average 
geometry of the shape and the kernel defines how the features of the shape deform from the mean 
shape. In this project, a mesh among the 16 targets with all the features expected for a human cranium 
was selected as the mean mesh. The kernel was based on the squared exponential kernel (SEK) 
(Babaud et al., 1986) as indicated in equation [4.1]. 
࢑ࡿࡱ(࢞,࢞ᇱ) = ࡿ ܍ܠܘ (ି(࢞,࢞ᇱ)૛࢒૛ )     [4.1] 
where the value of l and s determine the span and degree of deformation of the features on the mean 
shape (Anon, 2017b).  
The span of deformation refers to the radius from a point (x) on the mesh within which other 
points also undergo deformations when a deformation is applied to the point (x). The degree of 
deformation refers to the magnitude of deformation that a point (x) is subjected to (Anon, 2017b). In 
the case of a human face, if the point (x) is on the tip of the nose, a span of radius 50mm means that 
when the tip of the nose is deformed, the effects of the deformation affect the region around the nose 
within the 50 mm radius. If the tip of the nose is subjected to 3mm and 10mm of deformation, the 
former results in a smaller elongation of the tip of the nose than the later. Therefore, the two values of 
the SEK determine how and by what magnitude the mean shape of the FFD deforms. The FFD should 
be flexible enough to deform and fit as much as possible to all the targets. This can be ensured by 
using values of l and s that encode the maximum span and degree of deformation expected in the 
targets. These values were determined empirically by varying them one at a time and sampling the 
FFD model built from them by fitting it onto the targets.  
Initially, a value of s = 2mm was used based on visual observation when the mean mesh was 
aligned to one of the targets i.e. TG1. Approximately, 2mm of deformation would be required to fit 
the mean onto TG1 (Figure 8). With 2 mm, the value of l was varied and a FFD model built. The 
model was fit onto TG1 to assess how well it represented that surface. At ݏ = 2݉݉ and l = 35mm, 
the fitting recorded the lowest registration error (Figure 9). Therefore, l = 35mm was selected and 
used to determine the optimal value of s. The value of s was varied between 1 mm and 3 mm. At s = 
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3mm the lowest registration error was recorded when its FFD model was fit onto TG1 as done 
previously with l (Figure 10). 
 
Figure 8: A target skull- TG1 (green) overlaid onto the reference skull- R (white). TG1’s zygomatic bone requires 
approximately 2mm of deformation to correspond to the zygomatic bone of R. 
 
Figure 9: Registration error when l is varied, and s is kept constant at 2mm. 
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Figure 10: Registration error when s is varied and l is kept constant at 35mm. 
However, the value of s was above 2mm which is recommended as the upper limit for 
deformations of anatomical shapes (Anon, 2017a). Hence the value of ݏ = 0.5 ݉݉, which was the 
second lowest in terms of the registration error, and  ݈ = 35 ݉݉ were selected and used to construct a 
SEK which together with R, was used to develop a FFD model. 
4.2.2 Establishing correspondence between the FFD model and the targets 
Using the FFD model, the targets and the identified landmark points, the Gaussian process 
registration (Gerig et al., 2014) was used to establish dense correspondence between the FFD model 
and the individual targets. The landmark points were used as constraints as the FFD model was rigidly 
aligned to the individual targets. To achieve the rigid alignment, Procrustes analysis (Stegmann & 
Gomez, 2002) was performed on the two sets of landmark points of the target and the FFD model and 
the rigid transformation that rotated and translated the first set of landmark points onto the second set 
was obtained. This transformation was applied to the FFD model, rigidly aligning the model to the 
individual targets as shown in Figure 11. 
With the FFD model and the targets rigidly aligned, mesh points were uniformly sampled on 
the entire surface of the FFD model. Mesh points on the surface of the aligned targets that were 
closest to the sampled points on the FFD model were retrieved and used for regression where a 
posterior model (Albrecht et al., 2013) of the targets was generated. A posterior model was an 
instance of the FFD model that closely resembled an individual target. Similar to the FFD model, the 
posterior model still encoded deformability. While the posterior model closely resembled the 
individual targets, it was an average deformation from the FFD model that best resembled the targets. 
Hence, on a global scale, it best resembled the targets but at a local scale, there were still sections that 
required further deformation. Therefore, the posterior model was fit onto the targets. Using the 
posterior model, its respective target and the corresponding mesh points between the two, a Gaussian 
process regression was performed recursively until the posterior model fit as best as possible to the 
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targets (Figure 12). The Gaussian process regression was based on the mean-square metric which 
worked by calculating the average estimation error between the posterior model and the target. Hence, 
the final position of the mesh point of the fitted posterior (FitPost) were determined by the average 
estimation error (Härdle et al., 2012). The fitting ideally involved finding an instance of the posterior 
model that closely resembled the target being fitted. However, where the targets contain outliers, the 
FitPost generated by a mean –square metric estimator has sections of its surface (on the areas 
containing the outliers) with poor registration. To ensure the FitPost was not affected by presence of 
outliers, the fitting process was repeated using the robust metric estimator (Huber & Ronchetti, 1981). 
The robust metric estimator is resistant to errors (outliers) in the target. This is because, mesh points 
located far away from the rest of the mesh are truncated out. The fitted posterior (FitPost) was a 
representation of the target it fitted and was used in farther analysis. Because the same FFD model 
was used for the registration across the targets, all FitPosts were in correspondence. 
 
Figure 11: Rigid alignment achieved through Procrustes analysis. The target (green) and the FFD model (white) before (left) 
and after (right) rigid alignment. The orange arrows on the image on the left illustrate the rigid transformation of the 
landmarks from the target to the model. 
After registration, FitPost is ideally used as a representation of the target. However, FitPost 
has to resemble the target it is representing as best as possible if one is to replace the target with the 
FitPost further downstream in the analysis. If not, the SSM generated from such a dataset is not 
representative of the targets. FitPost can be considered to be representative of target if the surface-to-
surface distance in millimetres between the FitPost and its respective target is as low as possible. The 
surface-to-surface distance between one of the FitPost and its respective target is illustrated in the 
temperature map in Figure 13. 
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Figure 12: The non-rigid registration process. left: A posterior model (white) for the target (green) is generated, centre: The 
posterior model (white) being deformed to fit onto target (green), right: The fitted posterior–FitPost (white) closely 
resembling target (green) at the end of the registration process. 
 
Figure 13: Results of the surface-to-surface distance between the first FitPost (based on the robust metric estimator) and its 
respective target. The mean distance is 1.86mm and the Hausdorff distance is 13.32mm. 
The surface-to-surface distance between the FitPosts and their respective targets showed that 
the fitting based on the robust metric estimator produced better registration results as compared to 
those based on the mean-square estimator. The average mean distances between the FitPosts and their 
respective targets were reduced in all cases but four instances where the distance remained the same 
or was slightly increased (Figure 14). Hence, the FitPosts produced using the robust metric estimator 
were used in further analysis. 
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Figure 14: A line graph illustrating the difference in the average mean distance between the fitted posteriors and their 
respective targets for the fitting process based on the mean square estimator versus the robust estimator. 
 The surface-to-surface distance (based on the robust metric estimator) between the FitPosts 
and their respective targets are represented in the scatter graph in Figure 15.  
 
Figure 15: A scatter plot illustrating the mean and Hausdorff surface-to-surface distance between the fitted posteriors and 
their respective targets together with their respective averages (solid lines). 
To avoid bias that could have been introduced because of the choice of whether to conduct 
the measurement from FitPost or target, the measurements were conducted twice (from both FitPost 
to target and from target to FitPost). The mean distance was an average of the two means - measured 
from FitPost to target and vice versa, whereas the Hausdorff distance was the maximum value of the 
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two Hausdorff distances – measured from FitPost to target or vice versa. For all the FitPosts with 
respect to their associated targets, their associated surface-to-surface mean distance was below 2mm – 
the maximum deformation that anatomical structures such a bone can undergo (Anon, 2017a). This 
was an indication that the FFD model developed using the values of the SEK, performed a good 
registration. The large Hausdorff distances were due to the variations in the nasal regions between the 
FitPosts and their respective targets (Figure 16).  
 
Figure 16: Illustration of the variation in the nasal region between one of the fitted posteriors (white) and its respective 
target (green). Left – fitted posterior and right – fitted posterior overlaid on target. 
 
Figure 17: Left: A hole on one of the targets -TG15 (green) right: The fitted posterior – FitPost15 (white) with the hole filled 
up overlaid against the target (green). 
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The low values of the mean and Hausdorff surface-to-surface distance between FitPost6 and 
its respective target was because this was the 3D surface selected in developing the FFD model. 
Therefore, its target was similar to the mean of the FFD model. The high value of the Hausdorff 
surface-to-surface distance between FitPost15 and its respective target was because the target had a 
hole between the left temporal bone and the occipital bone which was “filled-up” during the 
registration process. Hence the large surface-to-surface distance in this region (Figure 17). 
 
4.3 SUMMARY 
In the development of the FFD model, a squared exponential kernel was used as the model’s 
kernel. The span (l) and degree (s) of deformation values for the kernel were determined empirically. 
First, the value of the degree of deformation was determined based on visual observation of the 
deformation required to deform the mean to one of the targets (Figure 8). This value was then used in 
the determination of the value of the span of the deformation. Hence, the two values were correlated 
therefore influencing the integrity of the values obtained at the end. However, using the FFD model 
built from the two values for registration of the targets, the results were not adversely affected by the 
process used in determining the two values. The registration errors (in terms of mean distance) were 
small.  The mean registration errors were below 2mm - a good result for a complex shape such as the 
crania. The large Hausdorff distance errors were not due to the deformability of the FFD model but 
rather the constraints of the features of the reference shape. The nasal region between the reference 
shape and the targets varied hence the large Hausdorff distances. The FitPosts were used in 
developing a skull SSM as documented in Chapter 5. 
The registration process is summarised in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Summary of the registration process. 
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5 DEVELOPING A SKULL SSM USING IN-
CORRESPONDENCE DATA 
Statistical shape models describe shape variation across a dataset belonging to the same shape 
family e.g. faces, hands or skulls. This is achieved by applying principal component analysis (PCA) to 
the covariance matrix of the in-correspondence data. The PCA captures the mean shape and modes of 
variation from the mean shape in the dataset. This chapter details the development of a skull SSM 
from in-correspondence data in the form of fitted posteriors (FitPosts) which were generated in the 
previous chapter. In-correspondence data mean that the FitPosts have the same number of nodes and 
that the nodes represent the same anatomical features on the skull. However, before the PCA could be 
applied on the FitPosts, they needed to be in the same coordinate system. Statistical shape models 
describe shape variation only and effects of rotation and translation in the in-correspondence data 
need to be eliminated first. The first section of this chapter discusses the rigid alignment of the 
FitPosts. The second section describes the skull SSM building process, followed by the model 
visualization and validation. The final section summarise key points identified in the process. The 
Scalismo software (Anon, 2017b) was used in the processes of rigid alignment, SSM development, 
visualization and validation - all of which were conducted on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU 
@3.60GHz running a 64-bit operating system on a 32 GB RAM. 
 
5.1 ALIGNMENT OF THE IN-CORRESPONDENCE DATA (FitPosts) 
The registration process in Chapter 4 was implemented by first rigidly aligning the FFD 
model to the different targets before a registration was conducted. Hence, even though the FitPosts 
were in-correspondence with one another, they were in different coordinate systems. Rigid alignment 
of the FitPosts was required to eliminate variations due to relative spatial displacements of the 
FitPosts from both rotation and translation. This is because SSMs only capture a variation in shape. 
Aligned in-correspondence data are in the same coordinate system and applying a PCA on such a 
dataset ensures the process will capture corresponding points across the dataset and calculate only the 
variation in shape. 
Generalized Procrustes alignment was used to establish rigid alignment across the FitPosts. 
This was achieved by selecting one of the FitPosts as a reference, FitPostsref1 for the purpose of 
alignment. A set of corresponding points between FitPostsref1 and each of the remaining fifteen 
FitPosts was selected. Each of the fifteen FitPosts and their corresponding points with FitPostsref1  
were used to align the FitPosts to FitPostsref1. An approximate mean shape from the aligned FitPosts 
was calculated and used as a reference (FitPostsref2) for the next iteration of the alignment process. 
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Several iterations of the alignment process were done until subsequent estimates of the mean shapes 
were not changing (Figure 19).  The resulting aligned FitPosts (FitPostsAlg) were used in the skull 
SSM building process as described in Section 5.2. 
 
Figure 19: The alignment process using GPA. Left: unaligned fitted posteriors. Centre: aligned fitted posteriors after one 
iteration with the green fitted posterior as the reference. Right: aligned fitted posterior after the final  iterations with green 
fitted posterior  as reference. 
5.2 SKULL SSM BUILDING PROCESS 
This section outlines the statistical analysis as carried out on FitPostsAlg generated in section 
5.1. The statistical analysis was conducted using the Gaussian process and PCA to capture the mean 
shape and principal modes of variation of the FitPostsAlg. In this section the mean shape of FitPostsAlg 
is referred to as reference FitPostsAlg i.e. FitPostsAlgREF whereas the remaining fifteen FitPostsAlg are 
still referred to as FitPostsAlg. 
The FitPostsAlg,  were meshes in-correspondence with each other. These FitPostsAlg were 
converted into deformation fields by calculating the difference between each mesh point of the 
individual FitPostsAlg with the respective mesh points on FitPostsAlgREF. The deformation fields of the 
fifteen FitPostsAlg were converted into discrete vector fields. The discrete vector fields were converted 
into continuous vector fields by interpolating the regions between the values to cater for regions that 
did not have mesh points. Principal component analysis was performed on the continuous vector 
fields defined over the reference to generate a discrete low rank Gaussian process. The low rank 
Gaussian process encoded the normal distribution of the vector fields with a mean and a covariance 
function. The mean of the Gaussian process was the mean of all the deformations from FitPostsAlg. 
The covariance function was a matrix generated from the evaluation of the covariance between the 
deformation vectors of FitPostsAlg at corresponding points on FitPostsAlgREF. The Gaussian process 
could yield deformation fields and these fields were warped onto FitPostsAlgREF thereby building a 
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skull SSM. The skull SSM was composed of a mean shape and fifteen modes of variation from the 
mean shape. Figure 20 illustrates the mean shape and the first three main modes of variation. 
 
Figure 20: The main modes of variation for the first three principal components of the skull SSM. First row = mode 1, second 
row = mode 2 and third row = mode 3. First column = -3 standard deviations, second column = average shape and third 
column = +3 standard deviations. 
The Mode 1 of the model represented a variation in the size of the skull. The size variation is 
illustrated across the figures in row 1 of Figure 20. Across the three skulls, the size variation is around 
the cheek bone region of the zygomatic and maxilla bones and the temporal process. The Mode 2 also 
represented some smaller size-related variation and variation around the optical region of the nasal, 
ethmoid and lacrimal bones (second row of Figure 20). Mode 3 represented variations around the 
frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal bones. The developed skull SSM was validated as outlined in 
Section 5.3 before it could be used further in the project or for other applications. 
5.3 VALIDATING THE SKULL SSM 
The skull SSM could be used for several medical applications such as in model-based 
segmentation of the skull, aid in the design of patient-specific implants of the skull or in the 
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development of SAMs and finite element analysis of the skull. However, before the model could be 
used for any application, it had to be validated to ensure that the instances generated from the model 
were representative of the shape of human skulls. The SSM of the skull was validated by conducting 
various tests on it. These tests included calculating the compactness, specificity and generality (using 
the leave-one-out cross validation process) of the model. The compactness test measured the amount 
of variation in the training dataset as explained by each mode (equation [5.1]) (Kohavi, 1995). 
࡯(ࡹ) = ∑ ⋋࢓ࡹ࢓ୀ૚      [5.1] 
where ⋋௠ is the ݉௧௛ largest eigenvalue and ܥ(ܯ) is the cumulative variance of the ܯ௧௛ mode. 
The specificity test, ܵ(ܴ) measured the ability of the model to produce instances that are valid 
in their resemblance to other shapes in the training dataset (equation [5.2]) (Kohavi, 1995). 
ࡿ(ࡾ) = ૚
ࡺ
∑ |࢙࢘ࢇ࢔ࢊ࢕࢓࢐(ࡾ)− ࢙′࢐|૛ࡺࡵୀ૚     [5.2] 
where |ݏݎܽ݊݀݋݉௝(ܴ) are randomly generated shape examples using ܴ principal modes and ݏ′௝ are 
the nearest example of the training dataset to the ݏݎܽ݊݀݋ ௝݉(ܴ). 
The generality test, ܩ(ܴ) measured the ability of the model to represent new shapes 
belonging to the class object of the training dataset (equation [5.3]) (Kohavi, 1995). 
ࡳ(ࡾ) = ૚
ࡺ
∑ |ࡿ′࢏(ࡾ)− ࡿ࢏|૛ࡺࡵୀ૚      [5.3] 
where ܰ is the number of instances, ܵ′௜(ܴ) is the best model of reconstruction of ௜ܵ excluded from the 
model built with ܴ principal components. 
5.4 VALIDATION RESULTS 
From the validation process, the first 8 principal components of the SSM represented 92.13% 
of the variance (Figure 21). Thus the SSM only required half the number of principal components  to 
define an instance as described by Styner et al. (2003). The SSM was able to generate instances of the 
crania that were similar to those in the training dataset based on the specificity of thirteen instances 
generated by the SSM, which had a steady state value of approximately 2.04mm (Figure 22). Hence 
the average distance between the instances and their respective nearest member in the training dataset 
was at most approximately 2 mm. The SSM was able to effectively and accurately represent unseen 
instances of the crania through the leave-one-out method, where fifteen registered targets were left out 
of the SSM at different times and the SSM built was used to fit onto these targets. The approximation 
error (for the left-out registered targets) averaged over the number of trials i.e. the generality of the 
model had a steady state value of 1.48mm (Figure 23). The model effectively generalised onto unseen 
targets with approximation error of below 2mm across the fifteen targets.   
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Figure 21: Compactness of the SSM (orange arrow points to the region where the first principal components of the SSM 
represents 92.13% of its total variance). 
 
 
Figure 22: Specificity of the SSM. Note the steady state value of 2.04mm. 
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Figure 23: Generality of the SSM. Note the steady state value of 1.48mm. 
 
5.5 SUMMARY  
This chapter discussed the development and validation of the skull SSM from in-
correspondence data. During the GPA, a random fitted posterior was initially selected as the reference 
(ࡲ࢏࢚ࡼ࢕࢙࢚࢙ ࢘ࢋࢌ૚) upon which the initial alignment iteration was based on. However, GPA overcomes 
this reference selection bias by subsequently selecting difference references for subsequent alignment 
iterations. Using an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60GHz running a 64-bit operating system 
on a 32 GB RAM, the alignment and model building process took tens of seconds. If the dataset was 
large – in the 100s or if the computer used had less processing power, the process might have taken 
longer. The development of an initialization protocol that efficiently selects an initial reference which 
reduces the number of iterations in the alignment process and hence reduces the time taken for 
development of a SSM from in-correspondence data, would speed up processing.  
The SSM generated from the in-correspondence, aligned data FitPostsAlg  had a few 
limitations. The SSM was developed from a small sample size that would have affected its generality. 
This is because the principal modes of variation that defined the SSM were restricted to the features 
encoded on only the 16 samples (FitPostsAlg) used. 
The first principal mode of variation of the SSM represented a variation in the size of the 
skull. The variation was around the cheek bone region of the zygomatic and maxilla bones and the 
temporal process. All these variations are expected in a dataset of crania obtained across any 
population. The second principal mode of variation also represented smaller size-related variations 
and variations around the optical region of the nasal, ethmoid and lacrimal bones.  These variations 
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were too wide to expect from a dataset obtained from a single population (similar ancestry). However, 
because the dataset used contained specimen with Caucasian, African and mixed-race ancestry such 
large variations around the optical region of the nasal, ethmoid and lacrimal bone were expected.  A 
skull of Caucasian ancestry has a high projecting nasal bone with rectangular  shaped orbits, while a 
skull of African ancestry has a broad nasal aperture with rounded nasal sills (Weinberg et al., 2005). 
The third mode of variation represented variations around the frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal 
bones. The validated SSM was used in the development of a SAM as detailed in Chapter 6. 
The process of SSM development from in-correspondence meshes is summarised in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: A summary of the process of SSM development from in-correspondence meshes. 
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6 DEVELOPING A MESH-BASED SAM OF THE SKULL 
Statistical appearance models are an extension of SSMs and they describe density and 
variation of density within a set of anatomical structures of a population. Statistical appearance 
models can be developed using either image-based or mesh-based processes. Image-based SAMs are 
developed directly from volumetric images such as CT images whereas mesh-based SAMs are 
developed from meshes hence they can be developed from SSMs. This chapter details the 
development of a skull SAM from the skull SSM developed in the previous chapter. The first section 
of this chapter documents the development of in-correspondence volumetric meshes of the crania. The 
second section details the development of a skull SAM using the in-correspondence volumetric 
meshes and CT images. The third section discusses the validation of the model followed by the final 
section which summarises key points and observations from the process. The Amira v6.2.0 software 
(Fei Imaging- www.fei.com)  was used in developing a volumetric reference mesh and Scalismo 
software (Anon, 2017b) was used in establishing volumetric mesh correspondence and SAM 
development and validation – all of which were conducted on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU 
@3.60GHz running a 64-bit operating system on a 32 GB RAM. 
6.1 DEVELOPING IN-CORRESPONDENCE VOLUMETRIC MESHES 
To develop a mesh-based SAM, in-correspondence volumetric meshes are used to capture 
intensity values located at the nodes of the meshes on corresponding CT images. Principal component 
analysis is applied to this group of intensities to develop a SAM. This section details the development 
of in-correspondence volumetric meshes from the mean of the SSM (SSMmean) developed in Chapter 
5 and fitted posteriors (FitPosts) developed in Chapter 4.  
Developing in-correspondence volumetric meshes requires registration of FitPosts with a 
volumetric reference mesh. Unlike a reference developed from a surface mesh, a volumetric reference 
contains a large number of features which may limit its deformability. The restricted deformability 
may affect how the volumetric mesh fits across a dataset of FitPosts. Using a volumetric reference 
that is approximately a mean of the dataset being registered reduces the degree of deformation the 
volumetric reference is required to undergo to fit onto each of the dataset; this addresses the 
deformability issue. In this project, SSMmean was used to develop the volumetric reference. Before 
SSMmean could be used to develop the volumetric reference, it was accessed to ensure the volumetric 
reference to be developed from it did not have intersecting meshes and tetrahedrons, poor orientations 
or out-of-bound aspect ratios (Ruppert, 1995). If a volumetric mesh has the mentioned defects, some 
of its nodes may be located in the same position. If such a mesh is used to sample intensities from a 
CT image, the sampling is un-even and at times from the same point, affecting the integrity of the 
SAM developed from such a dataset.  
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6.1.1 Testing SSMmean against intersection, poor orientation, and out-of-bound aspect ratio 
A surface mesh whose triangles are intersecting, poorly-oriented or have out-of-bound aspect 
ratios, generates a volumetric mesh with similar defects. It is paramount that only surface meshes 
without these defects are used to develop a volumetric mesh (Guide, 2009). SSMmean was tested to 
ensure the triangles that made up its surface did not have the mentioned defects. The triangles were 
assessed with regard to intersections, orientation and aspect ratio. An orientation test was done to 
ensure that all surface triangles were properly oriented with respect to the exterior and interior 
materials of the mesh. The aspect ratio was computed as the ratio of the radius of the circum-circle to 
that of the in-circle for each triangle of the surface mesh. Large aspect ratio values (above 20) indicate 
irregular triangles which are prone to producing intersecting tetrahedrons (Guide, 2009). 
SSMmean passed the intersection test. However, some of the surface triangles had poor orientation and 
large aspect ratio values and manual repair was performed on SSMmean. The manual repair involved 
translating the vertices of the triangles with large aspect ratio to reduce the aspect ratio as illustrated in 
Figure 25. The repaired SSMmean was composed of 20004 vertices (nodes) and 39902 nearly isotropic 
triangles. This repaired SSMmean  was used to develop a volumetric mesh (Section 6.1.2). 
 
Figure 25: Editing of a triangle with a large-aspect ratio using the translate vertex process to reduce the aspect ratio value 
and improve the quality of SSMmean. 
6.1.2 Developing a volumetric mesh from the repaired SSMmean 
The repaired SSMmean- a surface mesh - was used to generate a volumetric mesh and establish 
volumetric correspondence across FitPosts. The Tetra Grid generator in Amira which utilises the 
Delaunay triangulation technique (George & Borouchaki, 1998) was used to generate a volumetric 
mesh from the repaired SSMmean.. The Tetra Grid generator first tested the repaired SSMmean against 
intersection, orientation, aspect ratio and dihedral angle tests. The repaired SSMmean passed all these 
tests. The generator then created links between the outer and inner surfaces of the repaired SSMmean 
according to the size of the triangles on the surfaces (Figure 26). A surface mesh has no internal 
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triangles/ tetrahedrons between the surface triangles whereas a volumetric mesh does (Figure 27). The 
links joined nodes on the opposite surfaces which were either on the same horizontal, vertical or 
diagonal plane. Where there was no common plane linking two nodes together, a node was created 
between two surface nodes and a link created between the two via the node. The collection of surface 
and internal triangles and the surface and internal nodes created a tetrahedral volumetric mesh of the 
crania. The volumetric mesh was used to develop a FFD volumetric model (Section 6.1.3). 
 
Figure 26: Cross-section of a cranium showing the process of developing a volumetric mesh (right) from a surface mesh 
(left). The Tetra Grid generator created links between the nodes on the surface mesh creating triangles between the 
surfaces. 
 
Figure 27: Cross-section of a part of the cranium showing absence of tetrahedrons (left) and presence of tetrahedrons 
(right) within a surface (left) and volumetric (right) mesh of the cranium. 
6.1.3 Developing a FFD volumetric model from a volumetric mesh 
The volumetric mesh developed in section 6.1.2 was to be used to establish dense 
correspondence across FitPosts. The volumetric mesh would be non-rigidly deformed to fit onto each 
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of the FitPosts. However, because the volumetric mesh was a rigid body, deformability had to be 
introduced by developing a FFD model from the volumetric mesh.  
As described in Section 4.2.1, FFD models are used to model deformations of rigid objects. A 
FFD volumetric model was developed using the Gaussian process in Scalismo. In the GP process, a 
FFD model is developed from a mean mesh and a kernel. The mean mesh of the FFD volumetric 
model was the volumetric mesh developed in Section 6.1.2. Unlike the use of only one squared 
exponential kernel (SEK) for the FFD model developed in Section 4.2.1, a combination of three SEKs 
was used for the FFD volumetric model. The volumetric mesh had a larger number of nodes and 
triangles unlike the mean mesh used in section 4.2.1. This increased number of features, together with 
the presence of tetrahedrons, had increased the rigidity of the volumetric mesh. Three SEKs were used 
to ensure that the kernel (equation 6.1) used could induce sufficient deformation to the volumetric 
mesh, enough to enable the volumetric mesh fit onto the FitPosts.  
࢑ࡿࡱ(࢞,࢞ᇱ) = ࡿ ܍ܠܘ (ି(࢞,࢞ᇱ)૛࢒૛ )    [6.1] 
The first SEK was developed with the values of the span (l) and the degree (s) of the kernel as 
70mm and 100mm respectively, to cater for global deformations (for details on l and s, refer to 
Section 4.2.1). Global deformations refer to deformations where large values of the span and degree 
of deformation affect large sections of the object being deformed (Figure 28). Medium and local 
deformations refer to deformations where the values of the span and degree of deformation affect 
medium and smaller sections of the object being deformed, respectively. The span and degree of 
deformation for the second and third SEKs were 30mm and 50mm and, 0.5mm and 35mm 
respectively (Figure 29 and Figure 30). The three kernels were combined to form a master kernel 
(equation 6.2) which added global, medium and localised deformation to the developed FFD 
volumetric mesh as illustrated in Figure 31. 
࢑ࡹࡷ(࢞,࢞ᇱ) = ൤ࡿ܍ܠܘ ൬ି൫࢞,࢞ᇲ൯૛࢒૛ ൰൨ + ൤ࡿ܍ܠܘ൬ି൫࢞,࢞ᇲ൯૛࢒૛ ൰൨ + ൤ࡿ܍ܠܘ ൬ି൫࢞,࢞ᇲ൯૛࢒૛ ൰൨ [6.2] 
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Figure 28: An instance (right) generated from a FFD volumetric model (left) illustrating global deformation caused by large 
values of span (l) and degree (s) of deformation of the SEK. 
 
Figure 29: An instance (right) generated from a FFD volumetric model (left) illustrating medium deformation caused by 
moderately small values of span (l) and degree (s) of deformation of the SEK. 
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Figure 30: An instance (right) generated from a FFD volumetric model (left) illustrating localised deformation caused by very 
small values of span (l) and degree (s) of deformation of the SEK. 
 
Figure 31: An instance (right) generated from a FFD volumetric model (left) illustrating global, medium and localised 
deformations caused by a combination of three kernels whose values of span and degree of deformation of the SEK vary 
from small to large values. 
The FFD volumetric model developed using the three kernels was used to establish 
volumetric correspondence across the surface meshes as detailed in section 6.1.4. 
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6.1.4 Establishing volumetric correspondence across surface meshes/ fitted 
posteriors (FitPosts) 
A similar process to the one used to establish correspondence across the targets in section 
4.2.2 was used to establish volumetric correspondence across FitPosts. The FFD volumetric model, 
the FitPosts and corresponding landmark points were used in the Gaussian process registration to 
establish correspondence. Volumetric correspondence was required to ensure the intensity values 
captured from CT images by the various 3D surfaces were from corresponding points. Only intensities 
from corresponding points are used to develop a SAM.  
As detailed in Section 4.2.2, the non-rigid registration process adopted here requires features 
to constrain the deformation to a predefined shape. During the generation of the FitPosts in Section 
4.2.2, the landmarks on the FFD model were translated to get new landmark points that corresponded 
to expected landmarks on FitPosts. These landmarks points were used in this section to constraint the 
FFD volumetric model to the individual FitPosts during the registration process. Using Procrustes 
analysis, the FFD volumetric model was rigidly aligned to each of the individual FitPosts using 33 
corresponding anatomical landmarks (section 4.1) between the model and the FitPosts. After the 
alignment, mesh points were uniformly sampled on the entire surface of the FFD volumetric mesh. 
Mesh points on the FitPosts closest to the sampled points on the FFD model were retrieved and used 
for regression where posterior models of individual FitPosts were generated (Figure 32).  
 
Figure 32: A cross-section of one of the targets (green) and the FFD volumetric model (white) illustrating the process from 
alignment (centre) to generation of a posterior model (right). 
The regression was characterised by the movement of surface mesh points of the FFD 
volumetric model and similarly to the fitting process in Section 4.2.2, the robust metric estimator was 
used. The movement of the internal nodes and their final location on a posterior model was dependent 
on the vector and magnitudes of the movement of the surrounding surface mesh points. A posterior 
model was an instance of the FFD volumetric model that closely resembled a FitPost it was 
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deforming towards i.e. a posterior model was a deformation of the FFD volumetric model that best 
resembled its respective FitPost. 
 The use of a FFD volumetric model developed from a combination of three SEKs produced 
good registration results at a global and local level. The registration errors (Hausdorff distance) for 
each of the registered volumetric meshes Vol.Meshesreg were below 2mm as illustrated in the scatter 
plot in Figure 33. The small errors were expected since the topology of the FFD volumetric model and 
the FitPosts were developed from the same reference shape. This is in contrast to the previous 
registration step when the topology of the targets was not similar to the FFD model i.e. nasal regions. 
Thus, the Vol.Meshesreg were representative of the FitPosts and were therefore used to sample 
intensity values from the corresponding CT images as detailed in Section 6.1.5. 
 
Figure 33: A scatter plot illustrating the Hausdorff, and the average Hausdorff (horizontal blue-line) of the surface-to-
surface distance between registered volumetric meshes and their respective fitted posteriors. 
6.1.5 Validating the volumetric meshes generated by the FFD volumetric model 
The quality of the volumetric meshes Vol.Meshesreg generated using the FFD volumetric 
model needed to be assessed to ensure that the tetrahedrons were not intersecting each other. If the 
tetrahedrons intersected, some nodes of the Vol.Meshesreg would have been on the same location. 
Such volumetric meshes if used to sample intensity values from CT images, would give false intensity 
data because such nodes sample from the same location of the CT image. The aspect ratio of the 
volumetric mesh developed in section 6.1.2 Vol.Mesh, and which was used to develop the FFD 
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volumetric mesh ranged between 0.0 and 1.50. Aspect ratio values of volumetric meshes generated in 
Amira and which are below 20 are an indication of volumetric meshes with no intersecting triangles 
(Guide, 2009). For the Vol.Meshesreg, the aspect ratio of their corresponding triangles to those in 
Vol.Mesh also varied between 0.0 and 1.50. Thus the quality of the tetrahedrons post-registration had 
been maintained. 
6.1.6 Sampling intensities from CT images using volumetric meshes and building a 
SAM 
The registered volumetric meshes Vol.Meshesreg  were each overlaid onto their original CT 
images. The intensity values on the CT images corresponding to the location of the nodes were 
retrieved for each Vol.Meshesreg (Figure 34). However, eleven of the CT images were “incomplete” – 
not corresponding to their Vol.Meshesreg and thus, there were no intensity values to sample from 
where nodes on the Vol.Meshesreg were located on the missing regions of the CT images. The original 
3D surfaces (Section 3.2) developed from the CT images had nodes that corresponded to the CT 
images – their surfaces were within the region of the CT images. However, during the two registration 
processes (in developing the SSM and in establishing volumetric correspondence) part of the surface 
of the Vol.Meshesreg used in place of the original 3D surface had either been slightly deformed inside 
(Figure 34) or outside (Figure 35) the region of the CT images i.e. part of the surface of the skull did 
not meet the 3D volume where the cortical bone region characterised with high intensity is located. 
During the sampling of intensities from CT images using the volumetric meshes, it was noted that 
some regions of the volumetric meshes were either slightly inside (Figure 34) or slightly outside 
(Figure 35) the region of the CT images. Where the regions were slightly inside and thus not aligned 
to the region of the cortical bone of the CT image, the nodes located in this region sampled from the 
trabecular rather than the cortical bone (evident by the yellow colour of the retrieved intensity values 
in sections of Figure 34. The entire surface of Figure 34 should be green since cortical bone is ideally 
of the same bone density). Where the regions were outside the CT images, the nodes on the surface of 
the volumetric mesh in this region were located outside the region of the CT image and there was 
nothing to sample from. The slight deformation outside or inside the expected region might have been 
introduced by the two registration processes. It is highly likely that the first registration process 
introduced a larger percentage of these defect because the reference mesh used to establish 
correspondence across the targets was of a different topology to the targets as evident around its nasal 
region Figure 16. A mechanism of choosing a reference mesh that not only incorporates key features 
expected in a human skull but also one that has the closest resemblance to most of the targets onto 
which it registers, would be useful.  
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Only five sets of volumetric meshes and their corresponding CT images were used to create 
the SAM. The five sets were each used to retrieve intensity values for each of the 29545 nodes. The 
set of intensity values for each of the five volumetric meshes were converted into vectors. The 
multivariate normal distribution module in Scalismo was used to calculate the variations across the 
sets of intensities. This generated a SAM which was composed of a mean set of intensities across the 
five sets and a covariance. The model was a collection of scalar values which could not be visualised 
independently. To visualise the model required a sample of intensity values to be generated from the 
model. This sample of scalar values was then warped onto a mesh and visualised similarly to what 
was done when intensity values were being retrieved from CT images (Figure 34).  
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Figure 34: Top-left: CT image of one of the volumetric meshes; top-right: the volumetric mesh overlaid on its respective CT 
image and; bottom: Intensity values retrieved and highlighted in various colors based on an absolute value range (green- 
intensity of cortical bone, yellow- trabecular bone and red - background). (NB: part of the surface of the volumetric mesh 
deformed slightly inside the CT image and does not meet part of the 3D volume characterised by cortical bone). 
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Figure 35: Illustration of a 3D surface (white) located (left) just within and (right) a volumetric mesh (green) located slightly 
outside the region of a CT image. The area illustrated by the white arrow on the image on the right is just above/outside the 
region occupied by the CT image (section of the CT image characteristic of cortical bone). Nodes on this region do not have 
corresponding regions on the CT to sample intensities from. 
Before the SAM could be used for medical or research purposes, it had to be validated, as 
discussed in Section 6.2. 
6.2 VALIDATING THE SKULL SAM 
The SAM model was composed of a mean vector (composed of 29545 intensity values) and a 
vector of standard deviations (composed of 29545 values of standard of deviations from the mean 
vector). The mean of the standard deviation was 711.47 i.e. each of the 29545 mean intensity values 
making up the mean vector could be subjected to a standard deviation of 711.47 to generate new 
samples. This was validated by generating three vector samples of intensity values from the SAM. A 
standard deviation for each of the 29545 intensity values of the samples from the mean vector of 
intensity values of the SAM were calculated. The average standard deviation of the three samples 
from the mean vector of the SAM ranged between 294.85 and 593.82. The values were within the 
standard deviation (711.47) expected for sampled generated by the SAM.  Hence, the model could 
generate intensity samples that were specific to the values used to develop it.  
6.3 CHALLENGES OF COMBINED SSM-SAM MODEL 
An attempt was made to combine the shape and appearance models to obtain a statistical 
shape and appearance model (SSIM). The combined model was to be used to fit onto incomplete 
skulls therefore reconstructing the missing surface together with the associated intensity values. Such 
a feature would increase the application of the statistical models. A skull SSM-SAM that can 
reconstruct shape and intensity values of missing parts of a skull can be resourceful in reconstructive 
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surgery, patient-specific implant design, automated segmentation and finite element analysis. The 
development of the combined model  was done by building a model based on a tuple constituting 
vertex coordinates of points of the volumetric meshes and their respective intensity values (Anon, 
2017b). The model was built by applying multivariateNormalDistribution (a module in Scalismo) to a 
sequence of the tuple from the dataset thereby generating a combined shape and appearance model. 
However, the combined model had some challenges which limited its applicability in reconstructing 
incomplete skulls and thus validate the SAM. 
6.3.1 Visualization 
 
 By combining the vertex coordinates and the intensity values, the model could no longer be 
defined on a particular domain. The development platform (Scalismo) has two domains i.e. mesh 
domain and image domain that should be predefined before developing a model. The domains are 
required for visualization. While it was possible to generate samples from the developed combined 
model, visualization of the sample (constituting mesh points and associated intensities) was not 
possible.  
6.3.2 Incompatibility with Scalismo 
 
The motivation for combining the shape and appearance model was that it could be used in a 
fitting process (similar to the registration process detailed in Section 4.2.2). The assumption was that 
given an incomplete mesh, a combined model and corresponding mesh points of the two, one could 
use the Gaussian process regression to generate fitted posteriors defined by both mesh and intensity 
features. However, the GP regression module in Scalismo cannot be constrained by part of the value 
(mesh points) to generate values not constrained (which in this case were intensity values). To use the 
GP regression module in Scalismo together with a combined model would require modifying the 
combined model to introduce uncertainties to the mesh points and intensities. Additionally, the 
multivariateNormalDistribution component would need to be used together with the deformation 
fields of the mesh points. Therefore, this was not implemented and will form part of future work. 
  If the GP regression module of Scalismo had worked with the combined model (use the 
deformation obtained from mesh points to infer intensity values) it would have been used to fit onto 
two incomplete surface meshes of the skulls that were generated using a cutting tool module in 
Scalismo. 
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6.4   INCOMPLETE SURFACE MESHES 
Incomplete surface meshes were required to test the fitting property of the skull SSM thereby 
further testing the validity of the SSM. Generating incomplete surface meshes from complete surface 
meshes ensure a ground truth that can be compared to a repaired incomplete surface meh is available. 
6.4.1 Incomplete surface mesh generation 
  
 To generate an incomplete surface mesh, a landmark was identified on a surface mesh. A 
radius of a circle whose centre was the identified landmark was declared. A circle using the landmark 
and radius was cut off from the surface mesh creating an incomplete surface mesh (Figure 36).  
 
Figure 36:  Generating incomplete surface meshes in Scalismo. Generating an incomplete mesh by cutting-off sections of 
the maxilla bone (Top row) and the parietal bone (bottom row). 
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6.4.2 Fitting a volumetric SSM to incomplete meshes 
 
Since the GP regression module in Scalismo could not work with the combined model, only a 
volumetric SSM generated from the in-correspondence volumetric meshes (Using the SSM 
development method discussed in Section 5.2) was used in the fitting process. The volumetric SSM 
was aligned to the incomplete mesh. A posterior of the model to the incomplete mesh was generated 
using the surface mesh-points of the volumetric model for the regression process as illustrated in 
Section 4.2.2. The mean of the posterior represented the “most-likely” representation of the 
incomplete mesh. Hence the posterior mean was taken as the reconstructed surface (Figure 37). The 
Hausdorff distance between the posterior mean and the respective original skulls from which the 
incomplete skulls were developed from was measured. From two reconstructions conducted, the 
Hausdorff distances were 23.41 mm and 9.01 mm for mesh1 and mesh2 respectively.  
 
Figure 37: The reconstruction of incomplete skulls using the shape model generated from the combined shape and 
appearance model. First row: incomplete skull with hole on the maxilla bone and Second Row: incomplete skull with hole in 
the crania. 
The Hausdorff distance between the posterior mean model of mesh1 and its respective surface 
mesh was high (23.41mm) because of the high variability of the human skull around the maxilla, 
zygomatic and nasal bones. For registration/fitting, this region is normally constrained by 
approximately four landmarks i.e. the ectoconchion left, orbitale left, nasal left and zygomaxillare left 
(Section 2.2.2). In generating an incomplete surface with a missing section in this region, the fitting 
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results were affected as a result of the missing detail in this region. In contrast, there is limited 
variation around the parietal bone and during the registration/ fitting process of the skull, no landmark 
is used to constrain this section (Section 2.2.2). Hence, generating an incomplete surface mesh with a 
missing section in this region does not affect the registration results. This is the reason for the 
relatively low Hausdorff distance value for mesh2 in comparison to that of mesh1. 
6.5 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter discussed the development and validation of a skull SAM from in-
correspondence volumetric meshes and CT images. The in-correspondence volumetric meshes were 
developed by registering a volumetric mesh onto surface meshes. The registration process was 
achieved by developing a free-form deformation (FFD) volumetric model from the volumetric mesh 
which was then fitted onto the surface meshes. To reduce the rigidity of the volumetric mesh, three 
squared exponential kernels were used in developing the   FFD volumetric model thereby ensuring the 
model was flexible enough to deform and register onto each of the surface meshes. The registered 
volumetric meshes      were overlaid onto their original CT images   and intensity values located at the 
corresponding location of the meshes nodes were retrieved for each volumetric mesh. 
Out of the sixteen sets of CT images, eleven were incomplete and could not be used to 
retrieve intensity values from them. Multivariate normal distribution was applied to the set of intensity 
values to generate a SAM which was defined by a mean set of intensity values and a standard 
deviation for each value.  The SAM was validated by generating intensity values using the model and 
checking if the set of values was within the standard deviation. An attempt to combine the SSM and 
SAM and use it for further validation was not possible.  In trying to use the combined model for 
validating the SAM, several challenges were encountered. There was a limitation on the GP 
regression module in Scalismo in generating posterior models of combined shape and intensities. 
Hence, the combined model, and therefore the SAM, could not be farther validated. It would have 
required introducing additional features (uncertainty to the mesh points and intensity values) to the 
model.  As a result, only the shapes of the incomplete skulls were reconstructed and thereby validated. 
The validation of the combined model forms part of future work which will also focus on solving the 
visualization limitation.  
The process of SAM generation from in-correspondence volumetric meshes is 
summarised in Figure 38.  
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Figure 38: A summary of the process of SAM generation from in-correspondence volumetric meshes. 
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7 DISCUSION AND CONCLUSION 
This project involved the development of a SSM and SAM of the skull. In the development, a 
total of 16 cadaveric heads were used. This number was limited because of the availability of 
cadaveric samples. The effect of the limited number of training dataset was a model that had a limited 
range of variation defined by a mean and only fifteen modes of variation. However, the primary 
modes of variation carry most of the variation in a model. In the project, out of 16 training dataset, the 
first eight principal components accounted for 92.13% of the variation of the SSM.  
 
7.1  DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING 
During the segmentation protocol, the thresholding technique was used. The technique was 
effective at separating two regions with different intensity values. However, where segmentation was 
required for regions with similar intensity values such as the segmentation of the mandibular bone 
from the cranium or segmenting out sections of the nasal sinuses, the technique was not effective. 
Manual segmentation was utilised for the mentioned cases. The manual segmentation was time 
consuming. However, because of the limited number of training dataset, the process was manageable. 
Therefore, there is need for a consistent segmentation protocol and segmentation quality assessment 
technique. Additionally, if a larger sample size is utilised, the manual segmentation can increase the 
time required to develop the shape and appearance model pipelines. An automatic segmentation 
technique not only based on intensity values but also prior information of the bone being segmented, 
would therefore be useful. Model-based segmentation is an application of SSM (Heimann & Meinzer, 
2009); by further including the intensity characteristic to a SSM, the model-based segmentation 
technique can be developed for the skull based on the pipeline presented. The development of an 
automated model-based segmentation technique was not part of the scope of this dissertation, but is 
recommended for future work.  
7.2  REGISTRATION OF 3D SURFACE MESHES 
For the identification of reliable landmarks to be used in the project, a total of 33 anatomical 
landmarks were used. These landmarks were chosen based on the ease of an observer to identify their 
location on a 3D surface. The landmark identification process is therefore subjective. Additionally, 
the 3D surfaces are meshes defined by nodes. The location of a landmark identified is a vertex 
position near the mark placed by an observer. Some meshes are composed of tens to hundreds of 
thousands of points and it is impossible to distinguish one vertex from another with the naked eye. It 
was therefore not possible to precisely select the same vertex position more than once even for the 
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same observer. The landmark will always be the vertex position closest to the mark placed by the 
observer on the 3D surface. A better land-marking protocol that can reliably and repeatability select 
the vertex position of a landmark to ensure consistency is required, especially when more than one 
observer is identifying the landmarks. 
The establishment of a dense correspondence protocol was based on the free-form 
deformation (FFD) registration technique. A FFD model is defined by a reference and a kernel. A 
squared exponential kernel was used in this project where its optimal values for the span and 
magnitude of the kernel were determined experimentally. Future work should improve the process to 
determine the optimal values of the span and magnitude of the kernel simultaneously. The FFD model 
was registered onto target skulls and its fit used as a representation of the target. However, the 
registered surfaces with respect to the target skulls had large Hausdorff distances in the tens of 
millimetres. In future, the individual registered surfaces can be used to develop new FFD models that 
can be registered to the target skull. Because the new FFD is almost identical to the target skull, the 
registration would be further improved thus reducing the Hausdorff distance between the registered 
surface and the target mesh. 
7.3 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A SKULL SSM AND SAM 
Lack of literature on the development of a skull SSM meant that there were no results with 
which to compare the SSM validation. The compactness, specificity and generality of the model were 
as follows: 8 principal components represented 92.13% of the variance; the specificity of the model 
had a steady state value of 2.04mm and; the generality of the model had a steady state value of 
1.48mm. The SAM was developed from five training datasets. The number reduced from sixteen to 
five because ten of the CT scans from which the volumetric meshes were to sample intensities, were 
incomplete and therefore could not be used. The SAM was characterised by scalar values of the mean 
intensity values across the various nodes of the volumetric meshes and their respective standards of 
deviation. To validate the SAM, the SSM and SAM were combined to form a combined shape and 
appearance model. However, the combined model could not be visualised, neither could it be used in 
the fitting process of an incomplete surface mesh of the skull. The GP regression module in Scalismo 
could not be constrained by a section of the model (mesh points) to generate a posterior with both 
mesh points and their respective intensities. In future, the GP regression module in Scalismo should 
be improved so that it can used to develop a combined model for the generation of posterior models 
and fitting exercises. Because of the mentioned limitation, the combined model and in extension the 
SAM could not be validated.  
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7.4 CONCLUSION 
All objectives set out at the beginning of the project were achieved except a section of the 
final objective which was to develop and validate a SAM of the skull. Completing this objective 
would have required a significant modification of the software libraries in Scalismo, with the 
associated time investment. It was therefore decided to recommend this as future work. All other 
objectives produced results that enabled further analysis of the SSM and SAM development pipeline. 
The project produced academic outputs that were presented at conferences in 2017:  
 B Lugadilu, C Richards, C Reyneke, T Mutsvangwa, TS Douglas. A statistical shape model of the 
skull developed from a South African population. Proceedings, Annual International Conference 
of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, Jeju, South Korea, July 2017. 
 B Lugadilu, C Richards, C Reyneke, TS Douglas, T Mutsvangwa. A statistical shape and 
appearance model of the skull from a South African population. Human Biology, Integrative 
Biomedical Sciences, and Pathology Research Day, University of Cape Town, South Africa, 
October 2017. 
 B Lugadilu, C Reyneke, TS Douglas, T Mutsvangwa. A statistical appearance model of the skull 
from a South African population. Proceedings, South African Institute of Mechanical Engineering 
Western Cape Postgraduate Conference, Stellenbosch, South Africa, November 2017.  
Where the SAM developed using this pipeline is to be applied in the determination of bone mineral 
density, calibrated CT is needed to ensure the pixel values across the different CT images represent 
the same bone mineral density values.  
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